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Introduction
The goal of these lectures is to gain an understanding of critical points of certain
Riemmannian functionals. The starting point will be the (normalized) Einstein-
Hilbert functional:
E˜(g) = V ol(g) 2−nn
∫
M
RgdVg,
where Rg is the scalar curvature. The Euler-Lagrange equations of E˜(g) are
Ric(g) = λ · g,(0.1)
where Ric denotes the Ricci tensor, and λ is a constant. A Riemannian manifold
(M, g) satisfying (0.1) is called an Einstein manifold.
In Lecture 1, we will study the first and second variation of the functional
E˜(g), and give an analysis of the Jacobi operator on transverse-traceless tensors.
In Lecture 2, we will study conformal variations, discuss the Lichnerowicz eigen-
value estimate and Obata’s Theorem, and give a survey of the Yamabe Problem.
In Lecture 3, we will introduce an important splitting of the space of symmetric
2-tensors into pure-trace directions, transverse-traceless directions, and “diffeomor-
phism” directions. An infinitesimal version of the Ebin-Palais slice theorem will
show that the diffeomorphism directions can be ignored. It will follow that critical
points of the Einstein-Hilbert functional are in general saddle points. This leads
one naturally to define the smooth Yamabe invariant of a manifold, or σ-constant.
Next, in Lecture 4, we will study the space of Einstein metrics modulo diffeo-
morphism, and use Fredholm theory to construct a map between finite-dimensional
spaces called the Kuranishi map whose zero set is locally in one-to-one correspon-
dence with the moduli space of Einstein metrics (locally). We will also discuss some
basic rigidity results for Einstein metrics.
The topic in Lecture 5 will be quadratic curvature functionals in dimension
four, that is linear combinations of the following quadratic curvature functionals:
W(g) =
∫
M
|Wg|2dVg, ρ(g) =
∫
M
|Ricg|2dVg, S(g) =
∫
M
R2gdVg.
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Einstein metrics are critical for these functionals, and we will give a discussion
of some known results about Einstein metrics. There are also many non-Einstein
critical metrics for various linear combinations of these functionals. There is a
special family of critical metrics forW known as anti-self-dual metrics. In Lecture 6,
we will study the deformation theory of such metrics, and discuss local properties of
the moduli space and existence of the Kuranishi map. We will also discuss several
other interesting properties of anti-self-dual metrics.
In Lecture 7, we will discuss some rigidity and stability results regarding crit-
ical metrics for quadratic curvature functionals, which are joint work with Matt
Gursky. As mentioned above, critical points of the Einstein-Hilbert functional in
general have a saddle-point structure. However, critical points for certain qua-
dratic functionals have a nicer local variational structure, see Theorem 7.1. Several
rigidity results will also be discussed (which will be crucial in the final lecture).
In Lecture 8, we will study a special class of metrics called asymptotically
locally Euclidean metrics (ALE), and present several hyperka¨hler examples. We
will also discuss a result about non-collapsed limits of Einstein metrics: with certain
geometric assumptions, a subsequence will converge to an orbifold Einstein metric.
A natural question is whether one can reverse this process; that is, can one start with
an orbifold Einstein metric, use Ricci-flat ALE metrics to resolve the singularities,
and find an Einstein metric on the resolution? We will discuss a recent result of
Biquard in the asymptotically hyperbolic Einstein setting which says that this is
possible, provided that a certain obstruction vanishes.
We will next discuss a generalization of the Einstein condition, called Bt-flat
metrics, give several examples, and discuss an analogous orbifold convergence result
which is joint work with Gang Tian. In Lecture 9, we will present some of the key
points of the proof of this result, and also give a discussion an Einstein metric on
CP2#2CP2 found by Chen-LeBrun-Weber.
Finally, in Lecture 10 we will discuss an existence theorem for critical metrics
on certain 4-manifolds which is joint work with Matt Gursky. The general idea is
to “glue” together two metrics which are critical for a functional to get an “ap-
proximate” critical metric, and then find conditions so that one can perturb to an
actual solution. Theorem 10.1 produces critical metrics for specific functionals on
the manifolds CP2#CP2,CP2#2CP2, and S2 × S2#S2 × S2.
This is an expanded version of lectures the author gave at the PCMI Program
in Geometric Analysis in Park City from July 16-19, 2013.
LECTURE 1
The Einstein-Hilbert functional
1. Notation and conventions
The notation ∇XY will denote the covariant derivative on a Riemannian manifold
(M, g). In a coordinate system {xi}, i = 1 . . . n, the Christoffel symbols are defined
by
∇∂i∂j = Γkij∂k,(1.1)
where ∂i denotes the ith coordinate tangent vector field. The Christoffel symbols
can be expressed in terms of the metric as
Γkij =
1
2
gkl
(
∂igjl + ∂jgil − ∂lgij
)
.(1.2)
The curvature tensor as a (1, 3)-tensor is given by
R(X,Y )Z = ∇X∇Y Z −∇Y∇XZ −∇[X,Y ]Z,(1.3)
and in coordinates our convention is
R(∂i, ∂j)∂k = R
l
ijk ∂l.(1.4)
The curvature tensor as a (0, 4)-tensor is given by
Rm(X,Y, Z,W ) ≡ −g(R(X,Y )Z,W ),(1.5)
and in coordinates
Rijkl = Rm(∂i, ∂j , ∂k, ∂l).(1.6)
Note that our convention is
Rijlk = R
m
ijk gml.(1.7)
That is, we lower the upper index to the third position (warning: some authors to
lower this index to a different position). The components of the Ricci tensor are
given by
Rij = R
l
lij = g
lmRlimj = Rji,(1.8)
and the scalar curvature is
R = gpqRpq = g
pqglmRlpmq.(1.9)
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2. First variation
We let M denote the space of Riemannian metrics on a manifold M :
M = {g ∈ Γ(S2(T ∗M)), g is positive definite},(1.10)
where Γ(S2(T ∗M)) denotes the space of smooth symmetric covariant 2-tensors on
M . The (unnormalized) Einstein-Hilbert functional E :M→ R is defined by
E(g) =
∫
M
RgdVg.(1.11)
This is a Riemannian functional in the sense that it is invariant under diffeomor-
phisms:
E(ϕ∗g) = E(g).(1.12)
Next, we compute the Euler-Lagrange equations of the unnormalized functional:
Proposition 1.1. If M is closed and n ≥ 3, then a metric g ∈M is critical for E
if and only if g is Ricci-flat.
Proof. Let g(t) be a variation, with h = g′(0). Then
E(g(t))′ =
∫
M
(Rg(t)dVg(t))
′
=
∫
M
R′g(t)dVg(t) +Rg(t)(dVg(t))
′
(1.13)
Recall the formula for the linearization of the scalar curvature
(Rg(t))
′∣∣
t=0
= −∆(trh) + δ2h−Rlphlp,(1.14)
where δ2 is the double-divergence operator defined in coordinates by
δ2h = ∇i∇jhij ,(1.15)
and ∆ is the Laplacian on functions (note that we use the analysts’ Laplacian,
which has negative eigenvalues). We also recall the formula for the linearization of
the volume element
(dVg(t))
′∣∣
t=0
=
1
2
trg(h)dVg.(1.16)
Next, we evaluate (1.13) at t = 0, and consider E ′g as a mapping on symmetric
tensors. Substituting the formulas (1.14) and (1.16) into (1.13), and integrating by
parts, we obtain
E ′g(h) =
∫
M
(
R′ +
R
2
trg(h)
)
dVg
=
∫
M
(
−∆(trh) + δ2h−Rlphlp + R
2
trg(h)
)
dVg
=
∫
M
(
(−Rlp + R
2
glp)hlp
)
dVg.
If this vanishes for all variations h, then
Ric =
R
2
g.
If n > 2, taking a trace, we find that R = 0, so (M, g) is Ricci-flat. 
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Remark 1.2. If n = 2 then E has zero variation, thus is constant. This is not
surprising in view of the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem:∫
M2
KgdVg = 2piχ(M
2),(1.17)
where Kg = Rg/2 is the Gaussian curvature, and χ denotes the Euler characteristic.
Exercise 1.3. (i) Prove (1.14). (Hint: first prove that (1.2) linearizes to
(Γkij)
′ =
1
2
gkl
(
∇ihjl +∇jhil −∇lhij
)
.(1.18)
Next, write out a formula for the scalar curvature in terms of Christoffel symbols,
and use (1.18). Note: these computations are much simpler if one works in a normal
coordinate system, since the Christoffel symbols vanish at the base point in normal
coordinates.)
(ii) Prove (1.16) using that the volume element is locally dVg =
√
det(gij) · dx.
2.1. Diffeomorphism invariance ⇒ Bianchi identity
Define the divergence operator δ : Γ(S2(T ∗M))→ Γ(T ∗M) by
(δh)j = g
pq∇phqj .(1.19)
The tensor that arises in the above calculation
G = −Ric+ R
2
g,(1.20)
is known as the Einstein tensor. By the contracted second Bianchi identity, it is
divergence-free. This is actually a consequence of diffeomorphism invariance of the
functional. To see this, let φt be a path of diffeomorphisms, and let gt = φ
∗
t g.
Then g′ = LXg, where X is the tangent vector field of this 1-parameter group of
diffeomorphisms at t = 0, and L is the Lie derivative operator. Integrating by
parts: ∫
M
〈G,LXg〉dVg = −
∫
M
〈2δG,X〉dVg,
for any vector field X, which implies that δG = 0. Moreover, this argument shows
that if F is any Riemannian functional, then δ∇F = 0.
3. Normalized functional
The functional E is not scale-invariant for n ≥ 3. To account for this, we define the
normalized Einstein-Hilbert functional by
E˜(g) = V ol(g) 2−nn
∫
M
RgdVg.(1.21)
Proposition 1.4. A metric g is critical for E˜ under all conformal variations (those
of the form h = f · g for f : M → R) if and only if g has constant scalar curvature.
Furthermore, a metric g ∈ M is critical for E˜ if and only if g is Einstein, that is,
Ric(g) = λ · g for some constant λ ∈ R.
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Proof. We compute
E˜ ′(h) = V ol(g) 2−nn
(2− n
n
V ol(g)−1
∫
M
1
2
(trgh)dVg ·
∫
M
RgdVg
)
+ V ol(g)
2−n
n
∫
M
(
−Rlp + R
2
glp
)
hlpdVg.
If g(t) = f(t)g, then
E˜ ′(h) = n− 2
2n
V ol(g)
2−n
n
(∫
M
(trgh)(Rg −R)dVg
)
,
whereR denotes the average scalar curvature. If this is zero for an arbitrary function
trgh, then Rg must be constant. The full variation then simplifies to
E˜ ′(h) = V ol(g) 2−nn
∫
M
(
−Rlp + R
n
glp
)
hlpdVg.(1.22)
If this vanishes for all variations, then the traceless Ricci tensor must vanish, so
(M, g) is Einstein. 
4. Second variation
Since the functional is scale invariant, from now on we will always restrict to vari-
ations satisfying ∫
M
trg(h)dVg = 0.(1.23)
Proposition 1.5. Let g be Einstein with Ric(g) = λ ·g. Then the second derivative
of E˜ at t = 0 is given by
E˜ ′′ = V ol(g) 2−nn
{2− n
2
λ
∫
M
|h|2dVg +
∫
M
〈G′(h), h〉dVg
}
.(1.24)
Proof. The proof is left as an exercise. An important point is that the second
derivative of a functional is well-defined at a critical point (it only depends on the
tangent to the variation). 
Exercise 1.6. Prove the formula for the linearization of the Ricci tensor,
(Ric′)ij =
1
2
(
−∆hij +∇i(δh)j +∇j(δh)i −∇i∇j(trgh)
− 2Riljphlp +Rpi hjp +Rpjhip
)
,
(1.25)
where ∆ : Γ(S2(T ∗M))→ Γ(S2(T ∗M)) is the rough Laplacian defined by
(∆h)ij = g
pq∇p∇qhij .(1.26)
(Hint: write out a formula for the Ricci tensor in terms of Christoffel symbols, and
use (1.18). Use normal coordinates to simplify the computation.)
Next, letting
(Rm ∗ h)ij = Riljphlp,(1.27)
equation (1.24) can be rewritten as follows.
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Proposition 1.7. Let g be Einstein with Ric(g) = λ ·g. Then the second derivative
of E˜ at t = 0 is given by
E˜ ′′ = V ol(g) 2−nn
∫
M
〈h, Jh〉dVg,(1.28)
where J : Γ(S2(T ∗M))→ Γ(S2(T ∗M)) is the operator
Jh =
1
2
∆h− 1
2
L(δh) + (δ2h)g − 1
2
(∆trgh)g − λ
2
(trgh)g +Rm ∗ h.(1.29)
5. Transverse-traceless variations
We next have the following definition.
Definition 1.8. A symmetric 2-tensor h is called transverse-traceless (TT for
short) if δgh = 0 and trg(h) = 0.
The second variation formula simplifies considerably for TT variations:
Proposition 1.9. If h is transverse-traceless, then
E˜ ′′ = V ol(g) 2−nn
{∫
M
〈
h,
1
2
∆h+Rm ∗ h
〉
dVg
}
.(1.30)
The first term is manifestly negative, which shows that critical metrics for E˜
always have a saddle point structure. In other words, modulo a finite dimensional
space, E˜ is locally strictly maximizing in TT directions.
5.1. The case of constant curvature
If (M, g) has constant sectional curvature, then
Rijkl = k0(gikgjl − gjkgil).(1.31)
The above second variation formula for TT tensors simplifies to
E˜ ′′ = V ol(g) 2−nn
{∫
M
〈
h,
1
2
∆h− koh
〉
dVg
}
.(1.32)
This immediately yields:
Corollary 1.10. Let (Mn, g) have constant sectional curvature k0. If k0 > 0 and
n > 2, then the second variation is strictly negative when restricted to transverse-
traceless variations. If k0 = 0, then the second variation is strictly negative except
for parallel h.
For n = 2, as pointed out above, we know that E˜ is constant; thus our com-
putation shows that if h is TT then h is identically zero on S2, and h must be
parallel on T 2. The parallel sections in the case k0 = 0 correspond to deformations
of the flat structure, this will be discussed in more detail in Lecture 4 (also see
Exercise 4.16 below).
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5.2. Hyperbolic manifolds
In the hyperbolic case, we have
Lemma 1.11. If (Mn, g) is compact and hyperbolic, then the smallest eigenvalue
of the rough Laplacian on TT tensors is at least n.
Proof. Exercise. Hint: start with the inequality∫
M
|∇ihjk −∇jhik|2dVg ≥ 0,(1.33)
integrate by parts, commute covariant derivatives, etc. 
This immediately yields
Corollary 1.12. If (Mn, g) is hyperbolic and n > 2, then E˜ is locally strictly
maximizing in TT directions.
Define the operator d∇ : Γ(S20(T
∗M))→ Γ(Λ2 ⊗ T ∗M) by
(d∇h)ijk = ∇ihjk −∇jhik,(1.34)
which is called the Codazzi operator. From the proof of Lemma 1.11, the eigen-
tensors corresponding to the least eigenvalue of the rough Laplacian are exactly
the Codazzi tensor, that is, d∇h = 0. These yield kernel elements of the second
variation when n = 2, this will be examined in more detail below in Lecture 4.
5.3. The case of S2 × S2
A nice example with saddle-point structure in the TT-directions is given by the
product metric on S2 × S2. Let pii : S2 × S2 → S2 denote the projection onto the
ith factor for i = 1, 2. The product metric is g = g1 + g2 where gi = pi
∗
i gS2 , and
gS2 is the round metric on S
2 of constant Gaussian curvature equal to 1.
Proposition 1.13. On S2×S2 with the product metric g1+g2, the lowest eigenvalue
of the operator 12∆h+Rm ∗ h on TT tensors is −1. The corresponding eigenspace
is 1-dimensional, and is spanned by h = g1 − g2. The next largest eigenvalue is 1.
Proof. This is left as an exercise, with the following hint: decompose a trace-
less symmetric 2-tensor as
h =
◦
h1 +
f
m
g1 + hˆ+
◦
h2 − f
m
g2,(1.35)
where hi is the pull-back of a tensor from the ith factor,
◦
hi is its trace-free part,
for i = 1, 2, and hˆ are the mixed directions. Since the curvature tensor is given by
Rijkl = (g1)ik(g1)jl − (g1)jk(g1)il + (g2)ik(g2)jl − (g2)jk(g2)il,(1.36)
the eigenvalue equation reduces to three separate equations on the pieces in the
decomposition (1.35), which can be analyzed separately. For more details, see for
example [GV11, Proposition 7.9]. 
Exercise 1.14. (i) Find a constant scalar curvature deformation of the product
metric corresponding to h = g1 − g2, and which increases the functional E˜ .
(ii) Show that α1  α2 ( = symmetric product), where αi are 1-forms dual to
Killing fields are eigentensors with eigenvalue 1.
LECTURE 2
Conformal geometry
1. Conformal variations
We will next look at conformal variations, that is, those variations of the form
h = f · g, for a function f : M → R.
Proposition 2.1. Assume that g has constant scalar curvature, and let h = fg
with
∫
M
fdVg = 0. Then
E˜ ′′ = V ol(g) 2−nn 2− n
2
{∫
M
(
(n− 1)∆f +Rgf
)
fdVg
}
.(2.1)
Proof. Assuming g is Einstein, this follows from the above formulas, but it is
easy to verify that this holds more generally for constant scalar curvature metrics,
the calculation is left as an exercise. 
Let (Sn, gS) denote the unit n-sphere with round metric gS . Note that the
Ricci tensor satisfies Ric(gS) = (n− 1)gS . An immediate corollary is the following
Corollary 2.2. Let g have constant scalar curvature. If Rg ≤ 0 , then E˜ is locally
strictly minimizing in the conformal direction. If Rg > 0 and Ric ≥ (n− 1)g, then
the same is true, unless g is isometric to (Sn, gS).
The case Rg ≤ 0 is obvious and the case Rg > 0 will follow from a result due
to Lichnerowicz which we will discuss next. Let λ1 denote the lowest non-trivial
eigenvalue of the Laplacian on functions, that is ∆u = −λ1u. We have the following
eigenvalue estimate which was proved by Lichnerowicz in 1958 in [Lic58], and for
which the equality case was characterized by Obata in 1962 [Oba62]:
Theorem 2.3 (Lichnerowicz-Obata). If a compact manifold (Mn, g) satisfies
Ric ≥ (n− 1) · g,(2.2)
then λ1 ≥ n, with equality if and only if (Mn, g) is isometric to (Sn, gS).
Proof. We only give an outline of the proof. First, commuting covariant
derivatives, write∫
M
(∆f)2dVg =
∫
M
|∇2f |2dVg +
∫
M
Ric(∇f,∇f)dVg,(2.3)
and then use the matrix inequality |A|2 ≥ (1/n)(tr(A))2. If λ1 = n, then equality
in this inequality implies that there is a non-trivial solution of the equation
∇2f = ∆f
n
g = −f · g.(2.4)
This implies that along any unit-speed geodesic,
f(s) = A cos(s) +B sin(s),(2.5)
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where s is the arc-length from a fixed point P+. If we choose the point P+ to be
a maximum of f , then f(s) = A cos(s) along any geodesic through P+. One then
uses this information to construct an isometry with (Sn, gS). For more details, see
[Oba62] and also [Ku¨h88] for an excellent exposition. 
1.1. Conformal variations on Sn
On (Sn, gS), eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenvalue n yield directions with
E˜ ′′ = 0. There is a nice geometric explanation for this fact:
Proposition 2.4. Let φt be a 1-parameter group of conformal automorphisms
of gS. Then
d
dt
(φ∗t gS)|t=0 = fg,(2.6)
where f is an eigenfunction satisfying ∆f = −nf .
Proof. We leave this as an exercise, with the following hint: use the Hodge
decomposition to write any 1-form α dual to a conformal vector field as α = df+ω,
with ω divergence free. Apply the conformal Killing operator to α and use the
resulting equation to show that the trace-free Hessian of f vanishes, and that ω is
Killing. 
2. Global conformal minimization
Actually, it turns out that something much stronger is true for Einstein metrics:
Theorem 2.5. An Einstein metric (Mn, g) is the unique global minimizer of E˜ in
its conformal class (up to scaling), unless (M, g) is isometric to (Sn, gS). In this
case, any critical point is the pull-back of gS under a conformal diffeomorphism.
This will be proved below. The first key point in the proof is the following
theorem of Obata:
Theorem 2.6 ([Oba72]). If (Mn, g) is Einstein, then g is the unique constant
scalar curvature metric in its conformal class (up to scaling), unless (M, g) is iso-
metric to (Sn, gS), in which case all critical points are the pull-back of gS under a
conformal diffeomorphism.
Proof. To prove this, assume that gˆ is a constant scalar curvature metric
which is conformal to g. Letting E denote the traceless Ricci tensor, we recall the
transformation formula: if g = φ−2gˆ, then
Eg = Egˆ + (n− 2)φ−1
(∇2φ− (∆φ/n)gˆ),(2.7)
where n is the dimension, and the covariant derivatives are taken with respect to
gˆ. Since g is Einstein, we have
Egˆ = (2− n)φ−1
(∇2φ− 1
n
(∆φ)gˆ
)
.(2.8)
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Integrating,∫
M
φ|Egˆ|2dVgˆ = (2− n)
∫
M
φEijgˆ
{
φ−1
(∇2φ− 1
n
(∆φ)gˆ
)
ij
}
dVgˆ
= (2− n)
∫
M
Eijgˆ ∇2φijdVgˆ
= (n− 2)
∫
M
(∇jEijgˆ · ∇iφ)dVgˆ = 0,
by the Bianchi identity. Consequently, gˆ is also Einstein. If gˆ is not a constant
multiple of g, then (M, g) admits a nonconstant solution of the equation
∇2φ = ∆φ
n
g.(2.9)
Taking a divergence of this equation, it follows that φ + c, where c is a constant,
is an eigenfunction of the Laplacian with eigenvalue n, so (M, g) is isometric to
(Sn, gS) by the same argument in Theorem 2.3 given above. 
We will next take a slight detour and discuss the Yamabe Problem, before
returning to the proof of Theorem 2.5.
3. Green’s function metric and mass
A key idea in the final resolution of the Yamabe Problem is the following construc-
tion of an asymptotically flat metric, called the Green’s function metric. First, we
define an asymptotically flat metric:
Definition 2.7. A complete Riemannian manifold (Xn, g) is called asymptotically
flat or AF of order τ if there exists a diffeomorphism ψ : X \K → (Rn \ B(0, R))
where K is a compact subset of X, and such that under this identification,
(ψ∗g)ij = δij +O(ρ−τ ),(2.10)
∂|k|(ψ∗g)ij = O(ρ−τ−k),(2.11)
for any partial derivative of order k, as r → ∞, where ρ is the distance to some
fixed basepoint.
The conformal Laplacian is the operator:
u = −4n− 1
n− 2∆u+Ru.(2.12)
If (M, g) is compact and R > 0, then for any p ∈ M , there is a unique positive
solution to the equation
G = 0 on M \ {p}
G = ρ2−n(1 + o(1))
(2.13)
as ρ→ 0, where ρ is geodesic distance to the basepoint p. This function G is called
the Green’s function for the conformal Laplacian.
Exercise 2.8. Show that if g˜ = u
4
n−2 g, then
gu = Rg˜u
n+2
n−2 .(2.14)
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Denote N = M \ {p} with metric gN = G 4n−2 gM . From Exercise 2.8, gN is
scalar-flat. From a more careful expansion of the Green’s function, it is possible to
show that gN is also asymptotically flat, but we omit the proof.
The mass of an AF space is defined by
mass(gN ) = lim
R→∞
1
ωn−1
∫
S(R)
∑
i,j
(∂igij − ∂jgii)(∂i y dVg),(2.15)
where ωn−1 = V ol(Sn−1), and S(R) denotes the sphere of radius R. It was shown
in [Bar86] that if τ > (n− 2)/2, then this mass is well-defined, that is, it is inde-
pendent of the coordinate system chosen around infinity. The mass is consequently
a geometric invariant of an AF metric, and plays an important roˆle in the final
resolution of the Yamabe Problem, which we discuss next.
4. The Yamabe Problem
By Ho¨lder’s inequality, the functional E˜ is bounded from below when restricted to
any fixed conformal class. It is then natural to minimize in the conformal direction:
Y (M, [g]) = inf
g˜∈[g]
E˜(g˜).(2.16)
This is called the conformal Yamabe invariant.
Theorem 2.9. If (Mn, g) is compact, then there exists a conformal metric g˜ ∈ [g]
which has constant scalar curvature, and which minimizes E˜ in its conformal class.
Outline of Proof. For any conformal class, Aubin showed that
Y (M, [g]) ≤ E˜(gS).(2.17)
The idea of the proof of this estimate is to choose a conformal factor which is
spherical in an -neighborhood of a point, and zero everywhere else (this is called
a “bubble”). Expanding the Yamabe energy of this test function in the parameter
 then yields a leading term which is exactly the Yamabe energy of the spherical
metric.
Next, one shows that if this inequality is strict, then a solution exists. This step
is now considered “trivial” by experts, but in fact this took a long time to figure
out. Yamabe’s original paper [Yam60] contains a serious mistake on this point,
this was fixed by Trudinger [Tru68], and then optimized by Aubin [Aub76].
The more difficult step is to show that if (M, [g]) is not conformally diffeomor-
phic to (Sn, [gS ]) then the inequality (2.17) is strict. In case n ≥ 6 and g is not
locally conformally flat, this was proved by Aubin [Aub76, Aub98] by basing the
above test function at a point where the Weyl tensor does not vanish. The locally
conformally flat case was proved by Schoen-Yau [SY88] using ideas involving the
developing map. The case n ≤ 6 was proved by Schoen [Sch84]. The main idea
is the following. Instead of making the above test function be zero away from the
bubble, Schoen’s idea was to instead choose the conformal factor to be the Green’s
function for the conformal Laplacian away from the bubble. The mass of the as-
sociated asympotically flat metric arises as the next term in the expansion of the
Yamabe energy of this test function, so the result follows from the positive mass
theorem of Schoen-Yau [SY79, SY81, Sch89]. 
We next return to the global minimization statement in Theorem 2.5:
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Proof of Theorem 2.5. The uniqueness follows from Theorem 2.6. For the
minimization statement, of course, we know a minimizer exists from the resolution
of the Yamabe problem, but there is an “easy” proof in the Einstein case. In the
negative or zero scalar curvature case, one can apply a standard argument from
the calculus of variations to show that a minimizing sequence converges. In the
positive case, scale so that Ric = (n− 1)g. Then
E˜(g) = n(n− 1)V ol(g)2/n.(2.18)
By Bishops’ volume comparison theorem, V ol(M, g) ≤ V ol(Sn, gS) with equality if
and only if g is isometric to gS . So if g is not isometric to gS , we have
Y (M, [g]) = inf
g˜∈[g]
E˜(g) < E˜(gS).(2.19)
As discussed above, this estimate implies that a minimizing sequence converges (no
bubbles are possible).
Finally, the case of (Sn, gS) takes some extra work. One needs to suitably re-
normalize a minimizing sequence using the conformal group to obtain a minimizing
sequence which converges, see [LP87, Proposition 4.6] for an argument due to
Karen Uhlenbeck.

Remark 2.10. An important question is if the set of unit volume constant scalar
curvature metrics in a conformal class is compact if the manifold is not confor-
mally diffeomorphic to the sphere. This is true in dimensions n ≤ 24 [KMS09].
Surprisingly, it is false in higher dimensions [Bre08, BM09].
5. Generalizations of the Yamabe Problem
We mention that there are many other Yamabe-type conformal deformation prob-
lems which also have variational characterizations. We describe one such example
next. Define the Schouten tensor by
Ag =
1
n− 2
(
Ricg − Rg
2(n− 1)g
)
.(2.20)
Consider the functional
F˜σ2(g) = V ol(g)
4
n−1
∫
M
σ2(g
−1Ag)dVg,(2.21)
where σ2 denotes the second elementary symmetric function of the eigenvalues.
This functional has a nice conformal variational property, analogous to that for the
Einstein-Hilbert functional.
Theorem 2.11 ([Via00]). If n 6= 4, a metric g is a critical for F˜σ2 under all
conformal variations if and only if
σ2(g
−1Ag) = C,(2.22)
for some constant C.
One may also generalize the Yamabe problem by asking if it is possible to con-
formally deform a metric so that (2.22) is satisfied. Note that, in contrast to the
Yamabe equation which is semi-linear, equation (2.22) is a fully nonlinear equation,
and some assumption must be made on the conformal structure to ensure that the
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equation is elliptic. There has been much progress on this σ2 problem, see for ex-
ample [CGY02a, CGY02b, GW06, GV03, STW07]. More generally, one can
consider other symmetric functions of the eigenvalues, and for the kth elementary
function, this is known as the σk-Yamabe Problem. The locally conformally flat
case has been solved for all k, see [GW03, LL03]. This has also been solved for
the case k > n/2, see [GV07]. There have been many other related works involving
various symmetric functions of the eigenvalues, we refer the reader to [Via06] for
a more detailed description and other references.
For solving conformal deformation problems, we note that parabolic methods
also play an important roˆle, see for example [Bre05, Bre07, GW03, STW07].
Another generalization of the Yamabe Problem is to the class of higher order equa-
tions, and deals with prescribing Q-curvature, which is a higher order generaliza-
tion of the scalar curvature. We will not discuss this further, and refer the reader
to [BG08, DM08] for details about the notion of Q-curvature.
The Yamabe Problem can also be generalized to the setting of orbifolds [AB03,
AB04, Aku12]. This turns out to be more subtle than the Yamabe Problem on
manifolds – there in fact exist conformal classes on compact orbifolds which do
not contain any constant scalar curvature metrics. For example, the conformal
compactifications of hyperka¨hler ALE metrics and also the conformal classes of
certain Bochner-Ka¨hler metrics on weighted projective spaces do not admit any
solution of the orbifold Yamabe Problem [Via10, Via13a].
LECTURE 3
Diffeomorphisms and gauging
1. Splitting
We begin by discussing a decomposition of the space of symmetric 2-tensors; some
references for this material are [BE69, Bes08]. We let K : T ∗M → S20(T ∗M) be
the conformal Killing operator
(Kα)ij = ∇iαj +∇jαi − 2
n
(δα)gij .(3.1)
Also, consider the operator  : Γ(T ∗M) → Γ(T ∗M), defined by  = δK where
δ : Γ(S2(T ∗M))→ Γ(T ∗M) is the divergence defined by
(δh)j = g
pq∇phiq.(3.2)
Exercise 3.1. (i) Show that the operator  is elliptic and self-adjoint.
(ii) Prove that the kernel of  is exactly the space of conformal Killing forms, i.e.,
they satisfy Kα = 0.
Lemma 3.2. The space of symmetric 2-tensors admits the following orthogonal
decomposition:
S2(T ∗M) = {f · g} ⊕ {K(α)} ⊕ {δh = 0, trg(h) = 0}.(3.3)
Proof. Given h ∈ S20(T ∗M), consider the 1-form δh. By Fredholm theory,
the equation α = δh has a solution if and only if δh is orthogonal to the kernel
of the adjoint operator, which is exactly the space of conformal Killing 1-forms (by
the exercise). If κ is any conformal Killing 1-form, then∫
M
〈δh, κ〉 = 1
2
∫
M
〈h,Kκ〉 = 0.
So the equation α = δh has a solution, which proves that h − Kα is divergence-
free. 
1.1. Another decomposition
The orthogonal decomposition given in (3.3) implies the decomposition
S2(T ∗M) = {f · g}+ {L(α)} ⊕ {δh = 0, trg(h) = 0}.(3.4)
Proposition 3.3. If (M, g) is Einstein, with Ric = λ · g, then this latter decompo-
sition is a direct sum, unless (M, g) is isometric to (Sn, gS).
Proof. We need to show that the spaces {f · g} and {L(α)} have intersection
{0}. So if L(α) = f · g, then taking a trace, we have
2δα = nf,
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which implies that K(α) = 0. Taking a divergence of this equation, we have
∇i(∇iαj +∇jαi − (2/n)(δα)gij) = ∆αj +∇i∇jαi − (2/n)∇j(δα)
= ∆αj +
(
1− 2
n
)
∇j(δα) + λαj .
Next, recall the Bochner formula for 1-forms
(∆α)i = −(∆Hα)i +Ripgpjαj ,(3.5)
where ∆H is the Hodge Laplacian. This yields that
∆α = −(dδH + δHd)α+ λα,
where δH is the Hodge divergence (which is the negative of our divergence). Putting
these together, we obtain
α = −2
(
n− 1
n
)
dδHα− δHdα+ 2λα = 0.(3.6)
Next, pairing (3.6) with α and integrating,
−2
(
n− 1
n
)∫
M
|δα|2dVg −
∫
M
|dα|2dVg + 2λ
∫
M
|α|2dVg = 0.
This implies that α = 0 if λ < 0 (so any conformal Killing field vanishes for a
negative Einstein metric). If λ = 0, we see that δα = 0 and dα = 0. In particular,
α is a Killing 1-form, and we are done.
In the case λ > 0, applying a divergence to (3.6) yields
2
(
n− 1
n
)
∆(δα) + 2λ(δα) = 0.(3.7)
By Lichnerowicz’ Theorem, this implies that δα = 0 unless (M, g) is isometric to
(Sn, gS), so α is Killing. 
2. Second variation as a bilinear form
From Proposition 1.5, let us recall the second variation is
E˜ ′′(h, h) = V ol(g) 2−nn
∫
M
〈h, Jh〉dVg,(3.8)
where J is the operator
Jh =
2− n
2
λh+G′h.(3.9)
Using polarization, the Hessian of E˜ is the bilinear form given by
E˜ ′′(h1, h2) = V ol(g)
2−n
n
∫
M
〈h1, Jh2〉dVg.(3.10)
Proposition 3.4. The decomposition
S2(T ∗M) = {f · g} ⊕ {L(α)} ⊕ {δh = 0, trg(h) = 0}(3.11)
is orthogonal with respect to E˜ ′′(·, ·).
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Proof. First, E˜ ′′(L(α), ·) = 0 from diffeomorphism invariance. So we just
need to check that
E˜ ′′(f · g, z) = 0(3.12)
if z is TT. To see this,
E˜ ′′(f · g, z) = V ol(g) 2−nn
∫
M
〈f · g, Jz〉dVg
= V ol(g)
2−n
n
∫
M
〈f · g, 1
2
∆z +Rm ∗ z〉dVg
= V ol(g)
2−n
n
∫
M
f(Rijipzjp)dVg = 0.

To summarize: if h is any symmetric 2-tensor, then decompose h as
h = f · g + Lα+ z,(3.13)
where z is TT. Then
E˜ ′′(h, h) = E˜ ′′(f · g, f · g) + E˜ ′′(z, z).(3.14)
So we have shown that to check the second variation, we really only need to consider
conformal variations and TT variations separately.
3. Ebin-Palais slice theorem (infinitesimal version)
The above discussion was at the level of the “tangent space to the space of Rie-
mannian metrics at g”. We will next transfer this statement directly to the space
of Riemannian metrics near g modulo diffeomorphism.
Theorem 3.5. The local behavior of E˜, when considered as a map on M/D (the
space of Riemannian metrics modulo diffeomorphism), is determined by the confor-
mal and TT directions (to second order).
The main tool for this is the following infinitesimal version of a “slice” theorem
due to Ebin-Palais. The notation Ck,α will denote the space of Ho¨lder continuous
mappings (or tensors) with 0 < α < 1.
Theorem 3.6. For each metric g1 in a sufficiently small C
`+1,α-neighborhood of g
(` ≥ 1), there is a C`+2,α-diffeomorphism ϕ : M →M such that
θ˜ ≡ ϕ∗g1 − g(3.15)
satisfies
δg
(
θ˜ − 1
n
trg(θ˜)g
)
= 0.(3.16)
Proof. Let {ω1, . . . , ωκ} denote a basis of the space of conformal Killing forms
with respect to g. Consider the map
N : C`+2,α(TM)× Rκ × C`+1,α(S2(T ∗M))→ C`,α(T ∗M)(3.17)
given by
N (X, v, θ) = Nθ(X, v) =
(
δg
[ ◦︷ ︸︸ ︷
ϕ∗X,1(g + θ)
]
+
∑
i
viωi
)
,(3.18)
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where ϕX,1 denotes the diffeomorphism obtained by following the flow generated
by the vector field X for unit time, and ◦ denotes the traceless part with respect
to g. Linearizing in (X, v) at (X, v, θ) = (0, 0, 0), we find
N ′0(Y, a) =
d
d
(
δg
[ ◦︷ ︸︸ ︷
ϕ∗Y,1(g)
]
+
∑
i
(ai)ωi
)∣∣∣
=0
=
(
δg[
◦︷ ︸︸ ︷
LgY [] +
∑
i
aiωi
)
=
(
Y [ +
∑
i
aiωi
)
,
where Y [ is the dual one-form to Y . The adjoint map (N ′0)∗ : Cm+2,α(T ∗M) →
Cm,α(TM)× Rκ is given by
(N ′0)∗(η) =
(
(η)],
∫
M
〈η, ωi〉 dVg
)
,(3.19)
where (η)] is the vector field dual to η.
If η is in the kernel of the adjoint, the first equation implies that η is a conformal
Killing form, while the second implies that η is orthogonal (in L2) to the space of
conformal Killing forms. It follows that η = 0, so the map N ′0 is surjective.
Omitting a few technical details for simplicity, applying an infinite-dimensional
version of the implicit function theorem (which will be discussed in detail below in
Lecture 4), given θ1 ∈ C`+1,α(S2(T ∗M)) small enough we can solve the equation
Nθ1 = 0; i.e., there is a vector field X ∈ C`+2,α(TM), and a v ∈ Rκ, such that
δg[
◦︷︸︸︷
ϕ∗g1] +
∑
i
viωi = 0,(3.20)
where ϕ = ϕX,1. Letting θ˜ = ϕ
∗g1 − g, then θ˜ satisfies
δg[
◦
θ˜] +
∑
i
viωi = 0,(3.21)
Pairing with ωj , for j = 1 . . . κ, and integrating by parts, we see that vj = 0, and
we are done. 
Exercise 3.7. Verify the above formula (3.19) for (N ′0)∗.
Exercise 3.8. By adding a scaling factor to the mapN , modify the above argument
to show that we can find a constant c (depending upon g1), and find
θ˜ ≡ ecϕ∗g1 − g,(3.22)
so that in addition to the traceless part of θ˜ being TT, θ˜ also satisfies∫
M
trg θ˜ dVg = 0.
That is, we can also “gauge away” the scale-invariance of the functional. Equiva-
lently, we can look at a slice of unit-volume metrics modulo diffeomorphism.
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Remark 3.9. The reason this is called an “infinitesimal” version of the Slice The-
orem is because the full Ebin-Palais Slice Theorem constructs a local slice for the
action of the diffeomorphism group, see [Ebi68]. The main difficulty is that the nat-
ural action of the diffeomorphism group on the space of Riemannian metrics is not
differentiable as a mapping of Banach spaces (with say Sobolev or Ho¨lder norms).
It is however differentiable as a mapping of ILH spaces, see [Omo70, Koi78].
For the purposes of these lectures, we will content ourselves with the infinitesimal
version, and will not go into details about the full slice theorem
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Combining the above discussions, given any g1 suf-
ficiently near g, we can write
ϕ∗g1 = g + θ˜,(3.23)
with θ˜ = f · g + z with ∫
M
fdVg = 0, and z is TT. Then
E˜(g1) = E˜(ϕ∗g1) (from diffeomorphism invariance)
= E˜(g + θ˜)
= E˜(g) + E˜ ′g(θ˜) + E˜ ′′g (f · g + z, f · g + z) + remainder
= E˜(g) + E˜ ′′g (f · g, f · g) + E˜ ′′g (z, z) + remainder.

4. Saddle point structure and the smooth Yamabe invariant.
We have seen that the functional E˜ is minimizing in the conformal directions, but
maximizing (modulo a finite-dimensional subspace) in the TT directions. So an
Einstein metric is always a saddle point for E . This suggests defining the following
min-max type invariant.
First, we minimize in the conformal direction:
Y (M, [g]) = inf
g˜∈[g]
E˜(g).
This is called the conformal Yamabe invariant.
The min-max invariant is then defined by
Y (M) = sup
g∈M
Y (M, [g]),
which we will call the smooth Yamabe invariant of M , also known as the σ-invariant
of M . This was defined independently by Osamu Kobayashi [Kob87] and Richard
Schoen [Sch89].
4.1. Some known cases
We will not focus on smooth Yamabe invariants in this lecture, but only list a few
known cases:
• Y (Sn) = Y (Sn, [gS ]) = n(n− 1)V ol(Sn) 2n .
• Y (S1 × Sn−1) = Y (Sn, [gS ]), proved by Schoen [Sch89].
• Y (RP3) = Y (RP3, [gS ]), proved by Bray-Neves [BN04].
• If (M3, gH) is compact hyperbolic, then Y (M3) = Y (M3, [gH ]). This
follows from Perelman’s work, see [AIL07].
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• Y (CP2) = Y (CP2, [gFS]) = 12pi
√
2, where gFS is the Fubini-Study metric,
proved by LeBrun [LeB97], see also [GL98].
There are many other cases for which the Yamabe invariant is known, but we do
not list them here. We note that an effective tool in dimension four is Seiberg-
Witten Theory, see [LeB99, Sun09]. Also, there are also many known estimates
on Yamabe invariants (see for example [ADH13, Pet00]), but there is not a single
known example of a compact manifold M with positive Yamabe invariant which
has been shown to satisfy 0 < Y (M) < Y (Sn) in dimensions n ≥ 5.
4.2. Some unknown cases
It is a very difficult problem to determine Yamabe invariants in general. Here are
a few prominent unknown cases:
• What is Y (Sn/Γ), where Sn/Γ is a spherical space form with |Γ| > 1? Is
it achieved by the round metric? The only known case is the Bray-Neves
result listed above.
• What is Y (CP2#CP2)? The only result known is due to O. Kobayashi
[Kob87]:
Y (CP2#CP2) ≥ Y (CP2).
• What is Y (CP2#CP2)? Again, the only result known is
Y (CP2#CP2) ≥ Y (CP2).
• What is Y (S2 × S2)? The only known result is that
Y (S2 × S2) > Y (S2 × S2, gS2 + gS2)
(strict inequality). This follows from Exercise 1.14 and a result of Bo¨hm-
Wang-Ziller that CSC metrics sufficiently near an Einstein metric are also
Yamabe minimizers in their conformal class [BWZ04, Theorem C].
We end by noting there are relatively few theorems giving conditions for the unique-
ness of a Yamabe metric. There is Obata’s Theorem 2.6, and the result of [BWZ04]
mentioned above; also see [dLPZ12] and [Kat94].
LECTURE 4
The moduli space of Einstein metrics
1. Moduli space of Einstein metrics
Next, given an Einstein metric g with Ric(g) = λ · g, we would like understand the
space of solutions of the equation
Ric(g˜) = λ · g˜(4.1)
with g˜ near g. This will be infinite-dimensional since ϕ∗g will also be a solution
for any diffeomorphism ϕ : M → M . Therefore, we need to look at the space of
Einstein metrics modulo diffeomorphism. Our goal is to prove:
Theorem 4.1. Assume g is Einstein with Ric(g) = λ ·g and λ < 0. Then the space
of Einstein metrics near g modulo diffeomorphism is locally isomorphic to the zero
set of a map
Ψ : H1E → H1E ,(4.2)
where
H1E = {h ∈ S2(T ∗M) : δgh = 0, trgh = 0,∆h+ 2Rm ∗ h = 0},(4.3)
where Rm ∗ h is the operator defined above in (1.27).
Elements in the space H1E are called infinitesimal Einstein deformations.
1.1. Ellipticity
The diffeomorphism invariance also means that the above equation cannot be el-
liptic. Indeed, differentiating
Ric(ϕ∗t g) = ϕ
∗
t (Ric(g))(4.4)
yields
Ric′(LXg) = LX(Ric(g)) = λ · LXg.(4.5)
Exercise 4.2. Show that this implies that the symbol of Ric′ is not elliptic.
We will next describe a procedure called “gauging” which shows in effect, that
the diffeomorphism directions are the only obstruction to ellipticity. This is some-
what analogous to the “Coulomb gauge” in electrodynamics.
1.2. A gauge choice
Recall from above, that at an Einstein metric satisfying Ric(g) = λ·g, the linearized
Ricci tensor is given by
(Ric′)ij =
1
2
(
−∆hij +∇i(δh)j +∇j(δh)i −∇i∇j(trh)− 2Riljphlp + 2λhij
)
.
(4.6)
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Define the operator
βgh = δgh− 1
2
d(trgh).(4.7)
Exercise 4.3. Show that
1
2
Lβgh = 1
2
(
∇i(δh)j +∇j(δh)i −∇i∇j(trh)
)
.(4.8)
Combining the above expressions,
(Ric′ − 1
2
Lβg)h = 1
2
(
−∆h− 2Rm ∗ h+ 2λh
)
.(4.9)
2. The nonlinear map
Given θ ∈ C2,α(S2T ∗M), consider the map
Pg : C
2,α(S2(T ∗M))→ C0,α(S2(T ∗M))(4.10)
defined by
Pg(θ) = Ric(g + θ)− λ · (g + θ)− 1
2
Lg+θβgθ.(4.11)
Proposition 4.4. The operator Pg is elliptic.
Proof. This is immediate: from the above, the linearized operator at θ = 0 is
P ′gh =
1
2
(
−∆h− 2Rm ∗ h
)
,(4.12)
which is clearly elliptic. 
We next see that zeroes of Pg are in fact Einstein metrics.
Proposition 4.5. Assume that λ < 0. If θ ∈ C3,α is sufficiently near g and
satisfies Pg(θ) = 0, then Ric(g + θ) = λ(g + θ), and θ ∈ C∞.
Proof. Apply the operator βg+θ to the equation Pg(θ) = 0 to obtain
βg+θLg+θβgθ = 0(4.13)
A computation shows that this is equivalently (exercise):
(∆g+θ +Ric(g + θ))(βgθ) = 0.(4.14)
Since θ is sufficiently small in C2,α norm, and Ric(g) is strictly negative definite,
then Ricg+θ is also strictly negative definite. Pairing with βgθ and integrating by
parts then shows that βgθ = 0. 
Exercise 4.6. Prove the regularity statement in Proposition 4.5. (Hint: Letting
g˜ = g + θ, in harmonic coordinates, the Ricci tensor can be written in the form
Rickl(g˜) = −1
2
g˜ij∂2ij g˜kl +Qkl(∂g˜, g˜)(4.15)
where Q(∂g˜, g˜) is an expression that is quadratic in ∂g˜, polynomial in g˜ and has√|g˜| in its denominator. Use a bootstrap argument in these coordinates. )
Exercise 4.7. Show that we only need to assume that θ ∈ C2,α. (Hint: instead of
differentiating in the first step, integrate by parts.)
Next, we have a converse up to diffeomorphism: Einstein metrics near to g can
be gauged to yield zeroes of Pg.
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Proposition 4.8. If g˜ is an Einstein metric near g with Einstein constant λ, then
there exists a diffeomorphism ϕ : M →M such that θ˜ = ϕ∗g˜−g satisfies Pg(θ˜) = 0.
The proof uses a modified (infinitesimal) Ebin-Palais slice theorem using the
Bianchi gauge:
Lemma 4.9. For each metric g1 in a sufficiently small C
`+1,α-neighborhood of g
(` ≥ 1), there is a C`+2,α-diffeomorphism ϕ : M →M such that
θ˜ ≡ ϕ∗g1 − g(4.16)
satisfies
βg(θ˜) = 0(4.17)
Proof. The proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 3.6, and is omitted.

Proof of Proposition 4.8. If g˜ is Einstein then ϕ∗g˜ is also Einstein. Since
βg(θ˜) = βg(ϕ
∗g˜ − g) = 0,(4.18)
we obviously obtain a zero of Pg. 
3. Structure of nonlinear terms
Let us write
Pg(θ) = Pg(0) + P
′
g(θ) +Qg(θ).(4.19)
The following proposition is crucial, and shows that the nonlinear term is manage-
able.
Proposition 4.10. For θ1, θ2 sufficiently small, there exists a constant C so that
‖Qg(θ1)−Qg(θ2)‖C0,α ≤ C(‖θ1‖C2,α + ‖θ2‖C2,α)‖θ1 − θ2‖C2,α .(4.20)
Proof. The proof is left as an exercise, with a few hints. First, show that
Γ(g + h)kij = Γ(g)
k
ij +
1
2
(g + h)km {∇jhim +∇ihjm −∇mhij} .(4.21)
In shorthand, we can therefore write the covariant derivative of any tensor T as
∇g+hT = ∇gT + (g + h)−1 ∗ ∇gh ∗ T,(4.22)
where the notation ∗ denotes taking various contractions of the tensors involved
(the exact indices contracted do not matter for the conclusion).
Next, for any metric g˜, the curvature tensor can be written in shorthand as
Rmg˜ = ∇g˜Γg˜.(4.23)
Using (4.22), show that this implies an expansion of the form
Rm(g + h) = Rm(g) + (g + h)−1 ∗ ∇2h+ (g + h)−2 ∗ ∇h ∗ ∇h.(4.24)
Contract with (g + h)−1 to get Ric(g + h) and then use the formula
(g + h)−1 = g−1 − g−1(g + h)−1h.(4.25)
to pull out the terms in the linearization, and (4.20) will then follow from the
resulting expression for Qg. 
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4. Existence of the Kuranishi map
The following is the main tool used to construct the map Ψ, see for example
[Biq13a, Lemma 8.3].
Lemma 4.11. Let H : E → F be a smooth map between Banach spaces. Define
Q = H −H(0)−H ′(0). Assume that there are positive constants C1, s0, C2 so that
the following are satisfied:
• (1) The nonlinear term Q satisfies
‖Q(x)−Q(y)‖F ≤ C1(‖x‖E + ‖y‖E)‖x− y‖E
for every x, y ∈ BE(0, s0).
• (2) The linearized operator at 0, H ′(0) : E → F is an isomorphism with
inverse bounded by C2.
If s and ‖H(0)‖F are sufficiently small (depending upon C1, s0, C2), then there is
a unique solution x ∈ BE(0, s) of the equation H(x) = 0.
Outline of Proof. The equation H(x) = 0 expands to
H(0) +H ′(0)(x) +Q(x) = 0.(4.26)
If we let x = Gy, where G is the inverse of H ′(0), then we have
H(0) + y +Q(Gy) = 0,(4.27)
or
y = −H(0)−Q(Gy).(4.28)
In other words, y is a fixed point of the mapping
T : y 7→ −H(0)−Q(Gy).(4.29)
With the assumptions in the lemma, it follows that T is a contraction mapping,
so a fixed point exists by the standard fixed point theorem (Tny0 converges to a
unique fixed point for any y0 sufficiently small). 
To prove Theorem 4.1, we next construct the map
Ψ : H1E → H1E ,(4.30)
whose zero set is locally isomorphic to the zero set of P . Consider H = Π ◦ P ,
where Π is projection to the orthogonal complement of H1E . The differential of this
map is now surjective. Choose any complement K to the space H1E , and restrict
the mapping to this complement. Equivalently, let G be any right inverse, i.e.,
H ′(0)G = Id, and let K be the image of G. Given a kernel element x0 ∈ H1E , the
equation H(x0 +Gy) = 0 expands to
H(0) +H ′(0)(x0 +Gy) +Q(x0 +Gy) = 0.(4.31)
We therefore need to find a fixed point of the map
Tx0 : y 7→ −H(0)−Q(x0 +Gy),(4.32)
and the proof is the same as before.
To finish the proof of Theorem 4.1, we need to identify the kernel of the lin-
earized operator.
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Proposition 4.12. If λ < 0, then Ker(P ′g) consists exactly of transverse-traceless
tensors satisfying
∆h+ 2Rm ∗ h = 0.(4.33)
Proof. If P ′(h) = 0, then h is smooth by elliptic regularity, Also,
P ′h = Ric′(h)− λh− 1
2
Lgβgh.(4.34)
Applying βg to this equation, yields βgLgβgh = 0, so βgh = 0 by the above argu-
ment. Taking a trace, we find that
∆(trg(h)) + 2λ · trg(h) = 0,(4.35)
so trg(h) = 0 since λ < 0. 
5. Rigidity of Einstein metrics
In general it is quite difficult to construct the map Ψ explicitly, but one of the
easiest consequences of the above discussion is the following (see [Koi78]):
Corollary 4.13. If Ric(g) = λ·g with λ < 0, and H1E = {0} then g is rigid (isolated
as an Einstein metric). That is, if gt is a path of Einstein metrics passing through
g, all with Einstein constant λ < 0, then there exist a path of diffeomorphisms
ϕt : M →M such that gt = ϕ∗t g.
We next discuss a few cases where it is known that H1E = 0. For a longer list,
see [Koi78, Koi80, Koi82].
5.1. The negative case
In the hyperbolic case, in Lecture 1 we proved that for n ≥ 3, H1E = {0}, so
hyperbolic manifolds are locally rigid as Einstein metrics. In fact, something much
stronger is true in dimension four:
Theorem 4.14 (Besson-Courtois-Gallot [BCG95]). If (M4, g) is compact and
hyperbolic, then g is the unique Einstein metric on M , up to scaling.
This is proved using completely different methods than we have discussed here
(using the notion of volume entropy), which we will not have time to go into.
This is a generalization of Mostow rigidity, which says that hyperbolic metrics
are determined up to scaling by homotopy type in dimensions n ≥ 3 [Mos68].
An analogous rigidity result was proved for complex hyperbolic 4-manifolds using
Seiberg-Witten Theory in [LeB95].
Einstein metrics with negative sectional curvature are also locally rigid:
Exercise 4.15. Show that any Einstein metric with negative sectional curvature
is rigid, that is, H1E = {0}.
In the case of n = 2, we saw in Lecture 1 that elements of H1E are Codazzi
tensors. Using some elementary Riemann surface theory, it is possible to identify
these with the space of real parts of holomorphic quadratic differentials, see for
example [EE69]. By the Riemann-Roch Theorem, this space is of real dimension
6`− 6, where ` is the genus for genus ` ≥ 2 [Don11].
In the case of n ≥ 3, Codazzi tensors do not give infinitesimal Einstein defor-
mations of a hyperbolic metric. However, they do yield infinitesimal deformations
of the locally conformally flat structure [Laf83]. Hyperbolic metrics admitting such
deformations are called bendable. For examples, see [JM87].
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5.2. The positive case
It is possible to modify the above construction so that it works also in the positive
Einstein case, but we leave this as an exercise. The main difference is that the
gauge term should be chosen differently. We will just mention two issues that arise.
• A positive Einstein metric can admit a nontrivial group of isometries (iden-
tity component). Letting Isom(M, g) denote the isometry group, we note
that Isom(M, g) acts on the space of symmetric tensors, and therefore,
by linearizing at the identity transformation, so does the space of Killing
fields K, which is the Lie algebra of Isom(M, g). Taking this action into
account, the end result is that the map Ψ is equivariant with respect to
the isometry group, and the actual moduli space is locally described by
Ψ−1(0)/K, rather than just Ψ−1(0).
• In the case of the sphere, we run into the problem of first nontrivial
eigenfunctions yielding pure trace kernel. However, these can also be
“gauged away” since they arise as tangents to conformal diffeomorphisms.
See for example [GV11, Section 6] for details.
Next, we discuss a few known rigid examples in the positive case:
• Any spherical space form Sn/Γ with the round metric gS . In this case, we
saw in Lecture 1 that the linearized operator obviously has trivial kernel,
see Corollary 1.10.
• S2 × S2 with the product metric g1 + g2. In this case, we saw in Exer-
cise 1.14 that the first two eigenvalues of of the linearized operator are −1
and 1, thus 0 does not occur as an eigenvalue.
• (CPn, gFS), where gFS is the Fubini-Study metric. We will not have time
to prove this case in these lectures, since the nicest proof involves the the-
ory of deformations of Ka¨hler-Einstein metrics, and needs a considerable
amount of background in complex geometry.
It is remarked that there are examples of positive Einstein metrics admitting non-
trivial infinitesimal Einstein deformations, yet which are rigid as Einstein metrics,
for example S2 × CP2` [Koi82]. This shows that, in general, determining the
Kuranishi is not an easy problem.
5.3. The zero case
We saw that, in the case of a flat metric, H1 consists of parallel sections. The
Kuranishi map turns out to be identically zero in this case, since all of these are
“integrable”, corresponding to deformations of the flat structure.
Exercise 4.16. Determine the moduli space of flat structures on a 2-torus. (Hint:
a flat structure is equivalent to a choice of lattice in R2.)
Another special class of Ricci-flat metrics are Calabi-Yau metrics, which are
Ka¨hler Ricci-flat metrics. It is known that Calabi-Yau metrics are unobstructed:
Theorem 4.17 (Bogomolov-Tian). For a Calabi-Yau metric (X, g), the Kuranishi
map Ψ ≡ 0. That is, every infinitesimal Einstein deformation integrates to an
actual deformation.
We will not discuss the proof, since it involves a considerable amount of complex
geometry, see [Bog78, Tia87].
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We also mention that Dai-Wei-Wang have proved stability results for manifolds
admitting a parallel spinor [DWW05].

LECTURE 5
Quadratic curvature functionals
1. Quadratic curvature functionals
First recall that the curvature tensor admits the orthogonal decomposition
Rm = W +
1
n− 2E 7 g + R2n(n− 1)g 7 g,(5.1)
where
E = Ric− R
n
g(5.2)
is the traceless Ricci tensor. The 7 symbol is the Kulkarni-Nomizu product, which
takes 2 symmetric (0, 2) tensors and produces a (0, 4) tensor with the same algebraic
symmetries of the curvature tensor, and is defined by
A7B(X,Y, Z,W ) =A(X,Z)B(Y,W )−A(Y,Z)B(X,W )
−A(X,W )B(Y,Z) +A(Y,W )B(X,Z).
The tensor W occurring in (5.1) is called the Weyl tensor (use (5.1) to define
the Weyl tensor), and is the part of the curvature tensor which lies in the kernel of
the Ricci contraction map. An important property of the Weyl tensor is given by:
Exercise 5.1. The Weyl tensor, viewed as a (1, 3)-tensor with components W lijk ,
is pointwise conformally invariant. That is, if g˜ = f · g where f is a strictly positive
function, then W (g˜) = W (g).
We will now turn our attention to functionals on the space of Riemannian
metrics M which are quadratic in the curvature; see [Bes08, Bla00, Smo05] for
surveys.
A basis for the space of quadratic curvature functionals is
W(g) =
∫
M
|Wg|2dVg, ρ(g) =
∫
M
|Ricg|2dVg, S(g) =
∫
M
R2gdVg.(5.3)
Let us now restrict the rest of this lecture to dimension four. In this dimension, for
M compact without boundary, the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet formula states that
32pi2χ(M) =
∫
M
|Wg|2dVg − 2
∫
M
|Ricg|2dVg + 2
3
∫
M
R2gdVg,(5.4)
where χ(M) is the Euler characteristic of M . This implies that any one of the
functionals in (5.3) can be written as a linear combination of the other two (plus a
topological term).
Remark 5.2. We are using the tensor norm on |W |2, that is |W |2 = W ijklWijkl,
where all indices are summed from 1 to 4. This differs from the norm of W as a
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mapping on 2-forms by a factor of 4, that is
|W |2 = 4‖Ŵ‖2(5.5)
(see below for the definition of Ŵ ).
We next present the Euler-Lagrange equations of these functionals:
Proposition 5.3 (Berger [Ber70]). The Euler-Lagrange equations of the function-
als in (5.3) are given by
(∇W)ij = −4
(
∇k∇lWikjl + 1
2
RklWikjl
)
,(5.6)
(∇ρ)ij = −∆(Ric)ij − 2RikjlRkl +∇i∇jR− 1
2
(∆R)gij +
1
2
|Ric|2gij ,(5.7)
(∇S)ij = 2∇i∇jR− 2(∆R)gij − 2RRij + 1
2
R2gij .(5.8)
Outline of proof. Let g(t) be a path of metrics such that g(0) = g and
g′(0) = h. Using the formula for the derivative of the inverse of a matrix
(gpq)′ = −gpkhklglq,(5.9)
the formula for the derivative of the volume element (1.16), and the formula for
the linearization of the Ricci tensor (1.25), equation (5.7) follows upon integrating
by parts. Next, recalling the formula for the linearization of the scalar curvature
(1.14), the formula (5.8) follows similarly.
Finally, instead of computing the linearization of the Weyl tensor directly, use
the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet formula (5.4) to express the Euler-Lagrange equations
of W as a linear combination of the Euler-Lagrange equations of the other two
functionals. Note that the formula obtained in this way shows that ∇W depends
only upon the Ricci tensor (and it covariant derivatives). Use the Bianchi identities
to show these are equivalent to the form (5.6). 
We point out some obvious critical metrics:
Proposition 5.4. Any Einstein metric is critical for all of the functionals W, ρ,
and S. Also, any scalar-flat metric is critical for S.
Proof. These statements follow easily from the Euler-Lagrange equations
computed above in Proposition 5.3. 
We note that the functional S has been deeply studied in Ka¨hler geometry;
critical points of this functional when restricted to a Ka¨hler class are known as
extremal Ka¨hler metrics, see [Cal82, Cal85]. The Euler-Lagrange equations of
the restricted functional are that the gradient of the scalar curvature is the real
part of a holomorphic vector field. In particular, constant scalar curvature Ka¨hler
metrics are extremal.
Also, the functional W has been studied in depth (see for example [Gur98]),
and it was introduced by Rudolf Bach in 1921 [Bac21]. Thus the Euler-Lagrange
tensor ∇W is known as the Bach tensor. Conformal invariance of the functional
W implies that the Bach tensor is also conformally invariant.
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2. Curvature in dimension four
If (M4, g) is oriented, the Hodge star operator on Λ2 satisfies ∗2 = I. The space of
2-forms then decomposes into
Λ2 = Λ2+ ⊕ Λ2−,(5.10)
the +1 and −1 eigenspaces of the Hodge star operator, respectively. Note that
dimR(Λ2) = 6, and dimR(Λ2±) = 3. Elements of Λ
2
+ are called self-dual 2-forms,
and elements of Λ2− are called anti-self-dual 2-forms
We fix an oriented orthonormal basis {e1, e2, e3, e4} and denote the dual basis
by {e1, e2, e3, e4}. Define
ω±1 = e
1 ∧ e2 ± e3 ∧ e4,
ω±2 = e
1 ∧ e3 ± e4 ∧ e2,
ω±3 = e
1 ∧ e4 ± e2 ∧ e3.
Note that ∗ω±i = ±ω±i , and 1√2ω
±
i is an orthonormal basis of Λ
2
±.
In dimension 4 there is the special coincidence that the curvature operator acts
on 2-forms, and the space of 2-forms decomposes as above. Recall from above that
full curvature tensor decomposes as
Rm = W +
1
2
E 7 g + R
24
g 7 g.(5.11)
Consider the curvature tensor as a mapping on 2-forms defined by
R̂m(ω) =
1
4
∑
i,j,k,l
Rijklωkle
i ∧ ej ,(5.12)
where
ω =
1
2
∑
i,j
ωije
i ∧ ej .(5.13)
We call this mapping the curvature operator, which has a corresponding decompo-
sition, see [ST69]:
R̂m =

Ŵ+ + R12I Ê
Ê Ŵ− + R12I
 .(5.14)
The operators Ŵ+ and Ŵ− are traceless as endomorphisms of Λ2+ and Λ
2
−, respec-
tively.
Exercise 5.5. Prove the decomposition (5.14). (Hint: this is equivalent to saying
that Ŵ commutes with ∗ and E anti-commutes with ∗, where Ŵ and Ê are the
operators on 2-forms corresponding to W and 12E 7 g, respectively.)
A beautiful theorem relates the L2-norms of the tensors W± to the topology
of the manifold, and is called the Hirzebruch Signature Theorem.
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Theorem 5.6 (Hirzebruch [Hir95]). Let (M4, g) be compact and oriented. Then
48pi2τ(M) =
∫
M
|W+g |2dVg −
∫
M
|W−g |2dVg,
where τ = b+2 − b−2 is the signature of M .
3. Einstein metrics in dimension four
From Proposition 5.3, it is not hard to see that any Einstein metric is critical for
all three functionals in (5.3). One of the only known obstructions to the existence
of Einstein metrics is the following inequality which is called the Hitchin-Thorpe
Inequality.
Theorem 5.7 (Hitchin-Thorpe). If (M4, g) is Einstein and oriented, then
2χ(M) ≥ 3|τ(M)|,(5.15)
with equality if and only if g is flat or finitely covered by a K3 surface with a
Ricci-flat metric.
Proof. This inequality follows from the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet Formula and
Hirzebruch Signature Theorem, this was first noted in [Tho69], and the equality
case was characterized by Hitchin in [Hit74].
We give an outline of the equality case: if equality holds, then one concludes
that R = 0 and that either W+ = 0 or W− = 0. Reversing orientation if necessary,
we may assume that W+ = 0. If g is flat, then we are done, so assume that W−
does not vanish identically. Since g is assumed to be Einstein, then the entire top
half of (5.14) vanishes. This says that the bundle Λ2+(T
∗M) is flat. Since W− 6≡ 0,
the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem implies that χ(M) > 0. If b1(M) (the first Betti
number) were non-zero, then from Hodge Theory, there would exists a non-trivial
harmonic 1-form α. But since Ric ≡ 0, by the Bochner formula on 1-forms (3.5),
α would be parallel. The dual vector field would be a non-zero vector field on M ,
contradicting the fact that χ(M) > 0 (from the Poincare´-Hopf Index Theorem for
vector fields). So we conclude that b1(M) = 0. By the Cheeger-Gromoll splitting
theorem, we can then conclude that pi1(M) is finite [CG72], so we just consider
the universal cover M˜ of M . Since the bundle Λ2+(T
∗M˜) is flat and M˜ is simply-
connected, it must be trivial, and consequently the holonomy can be reduced to
SU(2), which implies that g is Ka¨hler with vanishing first Chern class, and must
therefore be a K3 surface. 
Exercise 5.8. (i) Show that if k#CP2 admits an Einstein metric then k ≤ 3.
(ii) Show that if CP2#kCP2 admits an Einstein metric then k ≤ 8.
We also mention there are improvements of (5.15) using Seiberg-Witten Theory,
see for example [LeB99].
Next, we will list some examples of Einstein metrics in dimension 4. The only
known compact examples with positive Einstein constant in dimension four:
• S4 or RP4 with the round metric.
• S2 × S2 with the product metric, its orientable Z/2Z quotient G(2, 4),
RP2 × RP2 with the product metric, and S2 × RP2 with the product
metric.
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• CP2 with the Fubini-Study metric.
• CP2#CP2 with the Page metric, an explicit U(2)-invariant Einstein met-
ric, see [Pag78a]. This admits a non-orientable quotient CP2#RP4.
• CP2#2CP2 with the Chen-LeBrun-Weber metric [CLW08]. This metric
is conformal to an extremal Ka¨hler metric. See Section 4 in Lecture 9
below for a more discussion of this metric.
• CP2#kCP2, k = 3, . . . , 8, admits positive Ka¨hler-Einstein metrics (Tian-
Yau [TY87], Tian [Tia90]).
It is an interesting problem to find other topological manifolds admitting posi-
tive Einstein metrics, and also to possibly find other Einstein metrics on the man-
ifolds listed above. For example, it is unknown whether S4 admits an Einstein
metric which is not of constant curvature. However, if one exists, it is known that
its Yamabe energy cannot be too large.
Theorem 5.9 (Gursky [Gur00]). Suppose S4 admits a positive Einstein metric g
which is not isometric to the standard round metric, normalized so that Ric(g) = 3g.
Then
V ol(g) <
8
9
pi2 =
1
3
V ol(gS).(5.16)
The only known compact examples with zero Einstein constant in dimension
four:
• K3 surface with Calabi-Yau Ricci-flat metric [Yau78], and its quotients.
• Flat metrics.
There are many more examples of Einstein metrics with negative Einstein con-
stant. Of course, any hyperbolic manifold is an example. Complex hyperbolic
manifolds are another interesting class with negative Einstein constant [LeB95].
Any Ka¨hler manifold with c1 < 0 carries an Einstein metric by Aubin-Yau [Aub78,
Yau78]. There are in fact many such manifolds, for example, any non-singular hy-
persurface in CP3 of degree d > 4 satisfies c1 < 0. The case d = 4 is the K3 surface
which has c1 = 0, and carries the Calabi-Yau Ricci-flat metric mentioned above.
Also, see [And10] for a nice survey and other examples.
3.1. Higher dimensions
We note that, in dimensions n > 4, there is no known topological obstruction to the
existence of an Einstein metric. There are in fact quite a large number of known
examples of Einstein metrics in higher dimensions (too many to list here). It could
be the case that every compact manifold of dimension n > 4 admits an Einstein
metric.
4. Optimal metrics
Another interesting class of metrics are called optimal metrics, and are defined to
be those metrics which globally minimize the functional
R(g) =
∫
M
|Rmg|2dVg.(5.17)
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Using the formula
|Rmg|2 = |Wg|2 + 2|Ricg|2 − 1
3
R2g,(5.18)
the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet formula (5.4) may be written
R(g) = 32pi2χ(M) + 4
∫
M
|Eg|2dVg,(5.19)
which shows immediately that Einstein metrics are necessarily optimal.
We will not go into much more details about optimal metrics in general, but
just make a few remarks taken from [LeB04]:
• There are optimal metrics which are not Einstein.
• There are compact 4-manifolds which do not admit optimal metrics.
• There are topological 4-manifolds which admit an optimal metric for some
smooth structure, but do not admit any optimal metric for a different
smooth structure.
We may also write
R(g) = −32pi2(χ(M) + 3τ(M)) +
∫
M
(
R2g
3
+ 4|W+g |2
)
dVg.(5.20)
Thus we see that another class of optimal metrics are those with W+ ≡ 0 and
R = 0, these are called scalar-flat anti-self-dual metrics, which we will discuss in
more detail next.
Remark 5.10. On a related note, we mention that the functionals ρ and S are
known to be globally minimized in dimension four at a negative Ka¨hler-Einstein
metric. This is proved in [LeB01] using Seiberg-Witten theory, along with many
other interesting results regarding minimal volumes.
Exercise 5.11. (i) Prove (5.20) using the Hirzebruch Signature Theorem 5.6.
(ii) Show that
32pi2(χ(M)− 3τ(M)) =
∫
M
(
−|W+g |2 +
1
6
R2g + 3|W−g |2 − 2|Eg|2
)
dVg.(5.21)
If g is Ka¨hler then the first two terms cancel (see (6.26) below), and one is left with
32pi2(χ(M)− 3τ(M)) =
∫
M
(
3|W−g |2 − 2|Eg|2
)
dVg(5.22)
(see [Der83]). Show that this implies that gFS is the unique Ka¨hler-Einstein metric
on CP2, up to scaling.
5. Anti-self-dual or self-dual metrics
In dimension 4, the curvature condition
W+ = 0 is called anti-self-dual (ASD),
W− = 0 is called self-dual (SD).
Since the Weyl tensor is conformally invariant and the Hodge star operator on
2-forms in dimension 4 is also conformally invariant, it follows that either condition
is conformally invariant.
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Proposition 5.12. If (M4, g0) compact and self-dual, then g0 is a global minimizer
of the functional W, so is necessarily a critical metric for W.
Proof. For any metric g on M , using the Hirzebruch Signature Theorem, we
have
W(g) =
∫
M
|Wg|2 dVg =
∫
M
|W+g |2 dVg +
∫
M
|W−g |2 dVg
= 48pi2τ(M) + 2
∫
M
|W−g |2dVg ≥ 48pi2τ(M),
with equality if and only if g is self-dual. 
The only obvious topological obstruction to existence of a self-dual or anti-self-
dual metric comes from the Hirzebruch Signature Theorem.
Proposition 5.13. If (M, g) is self-dual (anti-self-dual) then τ ≥ 0 (τ ≤ 0) with
equality if and only if g is locally conformally flat.
One can get a stronger restriction if one assumes the scalar curvature is positive:
Proposition 5.14. If (M, g) is self-dual (anti-self-dual) and R > 0, then b−2 = 0
(b+2 = 0).
Proof. On 2-forms in dimension 4, the Weitzenbo¨ck formula is
(∆Hω
±)ij = −(∆ω±)ij −
∑
l,m
W±lmijω
±
lm +
R
3
ω±ij .(5.23)
The result follows by choosing ω± be harmonic, pairing (5.23) with ω±, and inte-
grating. 

LECTURE 6
Anti-self-dual metrics
1. Deformation theory of anti-self-dual metrics
There are now a wealth of examples of anti-self-dual metrics on 4-manifolds. But
before we get into specific examples, let us consider the deformation theory of
these metrics. Let (M, g) denote an anti-self-dual 4-manifold (the deformation
theory of self-dual metrics is identical upon reversing orientation). The anti-self-
dual deformation complex is given by
Γ(T ∗M)
Kg−→ Γ(S20(T ∗M)) D−→ Γ(S20(Λ2+)),(6.1)
where Kg is the conformal Killing operator defined by
(Kg(ω))ij = ∇iωj +∇jωi − 1
2
(δω)gij ,(6.2)
with δω = ∇iωi, S20(T ∗M) denotes traceless symmetric tensors, and D = (W+)′g is
the linearized self-dual Weyl curvature operator. This complex is elliptic [KK92].
The cohomology groups of this complex are given as follows:
H0c (M, g) = {κ ∈ T ∗M | Kgκ = 0}.(6.3)
Letting Dg denote (W+)′g, we have
H1c (M, g) = {h ∈ S20(T ∗M) | Dgh = 0, δgh = 0}.(6.4)
Finally,
H2c (M, g) = {Z ∈ S20(Λ2+) | D∗gZ = 0},(6.5)
where D∗g is the formal L2-adjoint of Dg.
If M is a compact manifold then there is a formula for the index depending
only upon topological quantities. The analytical index is given by
Ind(M, g) = dim(H0c (M, g))− dim(H1c (M, g)) + dim(H2c (M, g)).(6.6)
The index is given in terms of topology via the Atiyah-Singer index theorem:
Theorem 6.1 (I.M. Singer). If (M, g) is compact and anti-self-dual, then
Ind(M, g) =
1
2
(15χ(M) + 29τ(M)).(6.7)
where χ(M) is the Euler characteristic and τ(M) is the signature of M
This was first computed by I.M. Singer in 1978, see also [LeB92, page 303]
and [KK92].
The cohomology groups of the complex (6.1) yield information about the local
structure of the moduli space of anti-self-dual conformal classes, which we discuss
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next (see also [Ito93, KK92]). Letting Conf(M, g) denote the conformal automor-
phism group, we note that Conf(M, g) acts on the space of symmetric tensors, and
therefore, by linearizing at the identity transformation, so does H0c (M, g), since the
space of conformal Killing Fields is the Lie algebra of Conf(M, g).
Theorem 6.2. If (M, g) is anti-self-dual, then there is a map
Ψ : H1c (M, g)→ H2c (M, g)(6.8)
called the Kuranishi map which is equivariant with respect to the action of the
conformal group. The moduli space of anti-self-dual conformal structures near g
(anti-self-dual metrics modulo diffeomorphism and conformal equivalence) is locally
isomorphic Ψ−1(0)/H0c (M, g).
Proof. The proof is similar to the Einstein case considered above, and we
only give a brief outline here. If g is anti-self-dual, for θ ∈ S20(T ∗M), consider the
map
Pg : Γ(S
2
0(T
∗M))→ Γ(S20(Λ2+(T ∗M)))× Γ(T ∗M)(6.9)
defined by
Pg(θ) = {Πg(W+(g + θ)), δgθ},(6.10)
where Πg is projection onto S
2
0(Λ
2
+) with respect to g. The linearized operator at
θ = 0 is given by
P ′g(h) = (Dgh, δgh).(6.11)
This is a mixed-order elliptic operator in the sense of Douglis-Nirenberg [DN55].
The kernel is isomorphic to H1c , while the cokernel is isomorphic to H
2
c ⊕ H0c .
The gauging result in Theorem 3.6 can be refined to allow conformal deformations,
which then allows one to gauge to be transverse-traceless, see for example [GV11,
Theorem 2.11], or [FM77]. The result then follows from the implicit function
theorem in Lemma 4.11. 
In general, it is a difficult problem to compute the Kuranishi map, but we have
the obvious corollary:
Corollary 6.3. If (M, g) is anti-self-dual and satisfies
H0c (M, g) = {0} and H2c (M, g) = {0},(6.12)
then the moduli space of anti-self-dual conformal structures near g is a smooth
finite-dimensional manifold of dimension dim(H1c (M, g)).
2. Weitzenbo¨ck formulas
For (M, g) Einstein, with Ric = λ · g, define the Lichnerowicz Laplacian by
∆Lhij = ∆hij + 2Ripjqh
pq − 2λ · hij .(6.13)
We next have the following Weitzenbo¨ck formulae.
Theorem 6.4 (Kobayashi [Kob85], Itoh [Ito95]). If (M, g) is compact and self-
dual Einstein with Ric = λ · g, then
D∗Dh = 1
2
(
∆L + 2λ
)
(∆L +
4
3
λ
)
h(6.14)
DD∗Z = 1
12
(3∆− 8λ)(∆− 2λ)Z.(6.15)
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Proof. One uses the formula for the adjoint operator
(D∗Z)ij = 2(∇k∇l + 1
2
Rkl)Zikjl.(6.16)
The computations are lengthy, so are left as an exercise. 
Remark 6.5. We note that the gradient of W may also be written as
∇W = −8(∇k∇l + 1
2
Rkl)W+ikjl
= −8(∇k∇l + 1
2
Rkl)W−ikjl.
(6.17)
The details are left as an exercise, see [Ito95]. It follows that if g is any anti-self-
dual metric, then
(∇W)′(h) = −4D∗Dh.(6.18)
Exercise 6.6. Compute Hic(M, g) for the following examples:
• S4 with the round metric gS . This is locally conformally flat, so obviously
anti-self-dual.
• CP2 with the Fubini-Study metric gFS. This is self-dual with respect to
the complex orientation. To see this, the tensor W− must be in S20(Λ
1,1
0 )
(see (6.22) below). The isometry group of gFS contains SU(3), and the
stabilizer of a point contains SU(2). It is not hard to see that SU(2) acts on
Λ1,10 as the standard representation of SO(3) = SU(2)/Z2. Consequently,
the only tensor in S20(Λ
1,1
0 ) invariant under SU(2) is the zero tensor, so
W− ≡ 0.
• S1 × S3 with the product metric g (this is not Einstein, so you cannot
directly use the Weitzenbo¨ck formulas. But it is locally conformally flat).
What is the dimension of the moduli space near g?
We mention the following conjecture.
Conjecture 6.7 (I.M. Singer). If (M, g) is anti-self-dual and R > 0, then
H2c (M, g) = 0.(6.19)
In the Einstein case, this follows easily from the Weitzenbo¨ck formula (6.15).
However, Hitchin proved that the only smooth positive ASD Einstein metrics are
(S4, gS) or (CP2, gFS), see [Bes08, Theorem 13.30].
A wealth of examples of anti-self-dual metrics have been found since this con-
jecture was made, and all of the ones with positive scalar curvature have turned out
to have H2c (M, g) = 0. But despite all of the evidence, a proof of this conjecture
remains elusive.
3. Calabi-Yau metric on K3 surface
The K3 surface is defined to be a nondegenerate quartic surface in CP3, that is
K3 = {[z0, z1, z2, z3] ∈ CP3 | z40 + z41 + z42 + z43 = 0}.
The topology of K3 is described by: pi1(K3) = {e}, b2 = 22, b+2 = 3, b−2 = 19.
Since c1(K3) = 0, by Yau’s solution of the Calabi conjecture [Yau78], K3
admits a Ricci-flat Ka¨hler metric gY .
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Proposition 6.8. (K3, gY ) is anti-self-dual with respect to the complex orientation.
Proof. To see this we use that fact that for any Ka¨hler metric, W+ is entirely
determined by the scalar curvature. In fact,
Ŵ+ =
R
12
(3ω  ω − I),(6.20)
where ω is the Ka¨hler form. To see this, one proves the following: for a Ka¨hler
surface
Λ2+ = R · ω ⊕ (Λ2,0 ⊕ Λ0,2)(6.21)
Λ2− = Λ
1,1
0 .(6.22)
Next, use the fact that if (M, g, J) is Ka¨hler, then
Rm(X,Y, Z,W ) = Rm(JX, JY, Z,W ) = Rm(X,Y, JZ, JW ),(6.23)
Ric(X,Y ) = Ric(JX, JY ).(6.24)
This implies that the curvature operator
R̂ ∈ S2(Λ1,1).(6.25)
Choose an ONB so that the Ka¨hler form is given by ω+1 . Since ω
2
+ and ω
3
+ are in
Λ2,0⊕Λ0,2, which is orthogonal to the space of (1, 1)-forms, they must be annihilated
by Ŵ+ + R12I. The formula (6.20) then follows since Ŵ
+ is traceless. 
Remark 6.9. Note that (6.20) implies that
|W+g |2 =
1
6
R2g(6.26)
for any Ka¨hler metric g.
Exercise 6.10. Using Theorem 6.1 and the Weitzenbo¨ck formulas in Theorem 6.4,
show that:
• dim(H0c (K3, gY )) = 0.
• dim(H1c (K3, gY )) = 57.
• dim(H2c (K3, gY )) = 5.
In fact, using the isomorphism S20(T
∗M) = Λ2+ ⊗ Λ2−, it can be shown that
H1c (K3, gY ) has a basis
{ωI ⊗ ω−j , ωJ ⊗ ω−j , ωK ⊗ ω−j },
where ωI , ωJ , ωK are a basis of the space of self-dual harmonic 2-forms (these are
actually Ka¨hler forms for complex structures I, J,K), and {ω−j , j = 1, . . . , 19} is a
basis of the space of anti-self-dual harmonic 2-forms.
Furthermore, by the Weitzenbo¨ck formula, H1c = H
1
E (infinitesimal Einstein
deformations) and the moduli space is exactly 57-dimensional; the Kuranishi map
Ψ ≡ 0 by the Bogomolov-Tian Theorem 4.17.
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4. Twistor methods
No discussion of anti-self-dual metrics in dimension four can be complete without
mentioning twistor theory, which was first proposed by Penrose in the Lorentzian
case. This was then studied in depth by Atiyah-Hitchin-Singer in the Riemannian
case [AHS78].
Given any oriented Riemannian 4-manifold (M, g), one may consider the bundle
of unit-norm self-dual 2-forms:
S2 → Z+(M)→M.(6.27)
This has a “tautological” almost complex structure defined as follows. At any point
in Z+(M), the horizontal space carries a tautological complex structure, while the
vertical space has the complex structure of S2. With the correct choice of orien-
tation on the fiber, it was shown in [AHS78] that this almost complex structure
is integrable if and only if the metric g is anti-self-dual. Thus to any anti-self-dual
four-manifold, one can associate a compact complex 3-fold, and techniques from
complex geometry may be used. We only mention that the cohomology groups
Hic(M, g)⊗C are isomorphic to Hi(Z+(M),Θ), the Kuranishi cohomology groups
corresponding to the deformations of complex structure. The Kuranishi map de-
fined above is exactly the Kuranishi map for this complex 3-fold.
In [Poo86] and [Poo92], Poon found examples of self-dual conformal classes
on the connected sums CP2#CP2 and 3#CP2 using techniques from algebraic ge-
ometry. In [LeB91], LeBrun gave a more explicit construction of U(1)-invariant
self-dual conformal classes on n#CP2 for any n, and identified the twistor spaces
of these metrics. Joyce constructed a large class of toric ASD metrics on n#CP2
in [Joy95], and these were classified by Fujiki [Fuj00]. Rollin-Singer constructed
scalar-flat Ka¨hler metrics on CP2#10CP2 in [RS05]. Honda has constructed many
new examples, see for example [Hon06, Hon07]. There are now so many known
examples that we cannot possibly list all of them here.
5. Gluing theorems for anti-self-dual metrics
A very successful technique for producing new examples of ASD metrics is given
by the following.
Theorem 6.11 (Donaldson-Friedman, Floer). If (M1, g1) and (M2.g2) are anti-
self-dual and H2c (Mi, gi) = {0} for i = 1, 2, then there exist anti-self-dual metrics
on the connected sum M1#M2.
Donaldson-Friedman proved Theorem 6.11 in the case of smooth manifolds us-
ing twistor theory, together with methods from the deformation theory of singular
complex 3-folds [DF89]. LeBrun-Singer generalized this proof to the case of orb-
ifolds with Z/2Z-orbifold points [LS94]. In [Flo91], Floer gave an analytic proof
for the case of the connected sum of n copies of CP2. The strategy of his proof
is to delete points from the summands, and conformally change the metrics to be-
come asymptotically cylindrical. The metrics are then pasted together by very long
cylindrical regions in between. An analysis of the indicial roots of the linearized
problem on the cylinder together with a fixed point theorem as in Lemma 4.11,
then allowed Floer to perturb to an exact solution.
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There are also many interesting examples of ASD orbifolds, (see for example
[CS06, LeB04, LV12, Wri11] and the references therein), and it is also an inter-
esting problem to glue together orbifold metrics with complementary singularities
to produce smooth examples. We mention that Kovalev-Singer presented a gener-
alization of Floer’s argument which works also in the orbifold case [KS01], but see
also [AV12b, RS05, LM08] for some clarifications.
We end this lecture by mentioning Taubes’ stable existence claim for anti-
self-dual metrics: for any compact, oriented, smooth 4-manifold M , the manifold
M#nCP2 carries an anti-self-dual metric for some n, see [Tau92].
LECTURE 7
Rigidity and stability for quadratic functionals
1. Strict local minimization
We saw that critical points of the Einstein-Hilbert functional in general have a
saddle-point structure. However, critical points for certain quadratic functionals
have a nicer local variational structure. For example, one result we will discuss in
this lecture is the following. Define the functional
Fτ (g) =
∫
M
|Ricg|2dVg + τ
∫
M
R2gdVg.(7.1)
Theorem 7.1 (Gursky-Viaclovsky [GV11]). On S4, the round metric gS is a
strict local minimizer (modulo diffeomorphisms and scaling) for the functional Fτ
provided that
−1
3
< τ <
1
6
.(7.2)
Many other stability results are given in [GV11]; various results are proved for
hyperbolic metrics, complex projective spaces, products of spheres, and Ricci-flat
metrics. But for simplicity, we will only concentrate on the case of the spherical
metric in this lecture.
1.1. The Jacobi operator
Just as in the case of the Einstein-Hilbert functional, the second variation is or-
thogonal with respect to the splitting
S2(T ∗M) = {f · g} ⊕ {L(α)} ⊕ {δh = 0, trg(h) = 0}.(7.3)
Therefore, if h is any symmetric 2-tensor, then it decomposes as
h = f · g + Lα+ z,(7.4)
where z is TT. Then
F ′′τ (h, h) = F ′′τ (f · g, f · g) + F ′′τ (z, z).(7.5)
Consequently, to check the second variation, we only need to consider conformal
variations and TT variations separately.
As mentioned above, Einstein metrics are indeed critical for Fτ . Let us write
the second variation at an Einstein metric as
F ′′τ (h1, h2) =
∫
M
〈h1, Jh2〉dVg.(7.6)
The Jacobi operator J is given explicitly in the following for TT tensors for any
Einstein metric.
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Proposition 7.2 ([GV11]). If g is Einstein with Ric(g) = λ · g and h is TT, then
the Jacobi operator of Fτ is
Jh =
1
2
(
∆L + 2λ
)(
∆L + 4
(
1 + 2τ
)
λ
)
h,(7.7)
where
∆Lhij = ∆hij + 2Ripjqh
pq − 2λ · hij .(7.8)
The proof of this is a long computation, and will not be presented here.
For conformal variations we have the following.
Proposition 7.3 ([GV11]). If g is Einstein with Ric(g) = λ · g and h = fg, then
trg(Jf) =
4 + 12τ
2
(3∆ + 4λ)∆f.(7.9)
Again, the proof is a long computation, and will not be presented here.
1.2. The case of the round sphere
We will now restrict to the case of (S4, gS). In this case, the Lichnerowicz Laplacian
on TT-tensors is
∆Lh = ∆h− 8h.(7.10)
Proposition 7.4. The least eigenvalue of the rough Laplacian on TT-tensors is 8.
Proof. The proof is left as an exercise, with the following hint: use the in-
equality ∫
S4
|∇ihjk +∇jhki +∇khij |2dVgS ≥ 0.(7.11)

Consequently, the least eigenvalue of the Lichnerowicz Laplacian on TT-tensors
is 16. Proposition 7.2 then implies that if
τ <
1
6
,(7.12)
then the Jacobi operator is positive definite when restricted to TT-tensors. This
results in the upper bound in (7.2).
Proposition 7.3 implies that the Jacobi operator is non-negative in conformal
directions for
−1
3
< τ,(7.13)
with the zero eigenvalues given by h = f · g, where f is a lowest nontrivial eigen-
function of ∆ (by Lichnerowicz’ Theorem). This results in the lower bound in (7.2).
To summarize, we have shown that on (S4, gS), the second variation is strictly
positive on TT-tensors, and strictly positive in conformal directions (except for
lowest nontrivial eigenfunction directions) in the range
−1
3
< τ <
1
6
.(7.14)
We next need to integrate this result to make a conclusion about the actual behav-
ior of the functional in a neighborhood of the spherical metric. To this end, using a
modification of the Ebin-Palais slicing, we can ignore Lie derivative directions (as
before), and we can also ignore the conformal zero eigentensors using conformal
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diffeomorphisms, so the functional is in fact strictly locally minimized at the spher-
ical metric modulo diffeomorphisms. For details, we refer the reader to [GV11,
Section 6].
Notice that for τ = −(1/4), the functional is ∫ |E|2, so is obviously strictly
minimized for this τ , but our improvement of the range of τ for minimization has
an interesting application, which we will discuss next.
1.3. A reverse Bishop’s inequality
The classical Bishop’s inequality implies that if (M4, g) is a closed manifold with
Ric(g) ≥ Ric(S4, gS) = 3g, then the volume satisfies V ol(g) ≤ V ol(S4, gS), and
equality holds only if (M, g) is isometric to (S4, gS). An interesting consequence of
strict local minimization for τ = 0 is that, locally, a “reverse Bishop’s inequality”
holds.
Corollary 7.5 ([GV11]). On (S4, gS), there exists a neighborhood U of gS in the
C2,α-norm such that if g˜ ∈ U with
Ric(g˜) ≤ 3g˜,(7.15)
then
V ol(g˜) ≥ V ol(gS),(7.16)
with equality if and only if g˜ = φ∗gS for some diffeomorphism φ : M →M .
There remain some very interesting questions:
• What is the largest neighborhood U for which this holds?
• Is the functional ∫
S4
|Ricg|2dVg globally minimized at gS?
2. Local description of the moduli space
We will next discuss a way to describe local structure of the moduli space of so-
lutions using a procedure analogous to that for the Einstein equations which we
discussed above in Lecture 4. We again consider the functional Fτ , and denote the
Euler-Lagrange equations by
∇Fτ = 0.(7.17)
Due to diffeomorphism invariance, the linearization of (7.17) is not elliptic, so we
have to make a gauge choice. We will work in transverse-traceless gauge, so define
the operator
βgh = δgh− 1
4
d(trgh).(7.18)
Also, since the functional is scale invariant, we will be interested in the space
S
2
0(T
∗M) =
{
h ∈ S2(T ∗M) ∣∣ ∫
M
(trgh)dVg = 0
}
.(7.19)
Recall that K denotes the Lie algebra of Killing vector fields.
Theorem 7.6. Assume g is critical for Fτ with τ 6= −1/3. Then the space of
critical metrics near g modulo diffeomorphism and scaling is locally isomorphic to
Ψ−1(0)/K, where Ψ is a smooth mapping
Ψ : H1τ → H1τ ,(7.20)
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with
H1τ =
{
h ∈ C∞(S20(T ∗M))
∣∣ (∇Fτ )′gh = 0, βgh = 0}.
Consequently, if g is infinitesimally rigid, then g is rigid.
Remark 7.7. For τ = −1/3, the functional is equivalent to the L2-norm of the
Weyl tensor, so is conformally invariant. The above result then holds if one restricts
to the space of pointwise traceless tensors, and one considers the moduli space of
conformal classes near g. For details, see [GV11, Section 2.3].
The first step to prove Theorem 7.6 is to construct a nonlinear mapping whose
zeroes correspond to the moduli space (locally). Assume U ⊂ S2(T ∗M) is a neigh-
borhood of the zero section, sufficiently small so that θ ∈ U0 ⇒ g˜ = g + θ is a
metric. We define the map
Pg : U → S20(T ∗M),(7.21)
by
Pg(θ) = ∇F(g + θ) + 1
2
Kg+θ[βgKgβgθ].(7.22)
We have the following analogue of Proposition 4.5.
Proposition 7.8. If τ 6= −1/3, then the linearized operator of Pg at g is elliptic.
Furthermore, if Pg(θ) = 0, and θ ∈ C4,α is sufficiently small for some 0 < α < 1,
then Bt(g + θ) = 0 and θ ∈ C∞.
Proof. The proof involves an integration-by-parts argument. It is crucial that
the equations are variational (since Fτ is the functional), so δ∇Fτ = 0. This is
equivalent to diffeomorphism invariance of Fτ . The proof is similar to that of
Proposition 4.5. 
We also have an analogue of Proposition 4.8.
Proposition 7.9. If g1 = g+ θ1 is a critical metric in a sufficiently small C
k+1,α-
neighborhood of g (k ≥ 3), then there exists a Ck+2,α-diffeomorphism φ : M → M
and a constant c such that
ecφ∗g1 = g + θ˜(7.23)
with
Pg(θ˜) = 0(7.24)
and ∫
M
trg θ˜ dVg = 0.(7.25)
Proof. The proof is a gauging argument using an infinitesimal Ebin-Palais
gauging as done above in the proof of Theorem 3.6, the details are similar and are
omitted. 
We also require a proposition analogous to Proposition 4.10, which shows that
the nonlinear terms are under control.
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Proposition 7.10. There exists a constant C such that if we write
Pg(h) = Pg(0) + Sgh+Qg(h),(7.26)
then for h1, h2 ∈ C4,α of sufficiently small norm,
‖Qg(h1)−Qg(h2)‖Cα ≤ C(‖h1‖C4,α + ‖h2‖C4,α) · ‖h1 − h2‖C4,α .(7.27)
Since the equation is fourth order, the proof is involved, and we refer the reader
to [GV11, Lemma 2.13] for the details. We then follow the same procedure as in
Lecture 4 to construct the Kuranishi map, using the implicit function theorem. The
details are left to the reader.
To finish the proof, we note that the gauge term is also carefully chosen so that
solutions of the linearized equation must be in the transverse-traceless gauge. That
is, if (Pg)
′h = 0 then we have separately,
(∇Ft)′(h) = 0 and δ
◦
h = 0,(7.28)
which is an analogue of Proposition 4.12.
3. Some rigidity results
For h transverse-traceless, recall from above that the linearized operator of ∇Fτ at
an Einstein metric is given by
(∇Fτ )′h = 1
2
(
∆L +
1
2
R
)(
∆L +
(
1 + 2τ
)
R
)
h.(7.29)
• This formula was previously obtained for the linearized Bach tensor, which
is the case of τ = −1/3 by O. Kobayashi [Kob85].
• Recall that infinitesimal Einstein deformations are given by TT kernel of
the operator ∆L+
1
2R, which we studied in Lecture 4. These deformations
are still present, but note there is now the possibility of non-Einstein
deformations.
Also, recall that for h = fg, we have
trg((∇Fτ )′h) = 2(1 + 3τ)(3∆ +R)(∆f).(7.30)
The rigidity question is then reduced to a separate analysis of the eigenvalues of
∆L on transverse-traceless tensors, and of ∆ on functions. Such an analysis of the
eigenvalues of these operators yields the following rigidity theorems. Let H1τ denote
the space of transverse-traceless kernel of the linearized operator. In the case of the
Fubini-Study metric, we have
Theorem 7.11 ([GV11]). On (CP2, gFS), H1τ = {0} provided that τ < 1/6.
In the case of the product metric, we have
Theorem 7.12 ([GV11]). On (S2 × S2, gS2×S2), H1τ = {0} provided that τ < 0
and τ 6= −1/2. If τ = −1/2, then H1τ is one-dimensional and spanned by the
element g1 − g2.
In particular, in the case τ = −1/2, this gives an example of a deformation of
critical metrics for this functional which is not an Einstein deformation.
Many other rigidity results are presented in [GV11], which we will not go into
detail here. We have stated the above two results because these rigidity results will
play a crucial roˆle in the gluing construction which will be discussed in Lecture 9.
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4. Other dimensions
We restricted the above discussion to dimension 4 for simplicity, since quadratic
functionals are scale-invariant in that dimension. In dimensions other than four, if
F denotes a quadratic curvature functional, then the volume-normalized functional
F˜ [g] = V ol(g) 4n−1F [g].(7.31)
is scale-invariant. Many of the results stated above also have analogues in other
dimensions. For example, Corollary 7.5 has an analogue in higher dimensions:
Theorem 7.13 ([GV11]). Let (M, g) be a sphere, space form, or complex pro-
jective space, normalized so that Ric(g) = (n − 1)g. Then there exists a C2,α-
neighborhood U of g such that if g˜ ∈ U with Ric(g˜) ≤ (n−1)g˜, then V ol(g˜) ≥ V ol(g)
with equality if and only if g˜ = φ∗g for some diffeomorphism φ : M →M .
For the proof, and for other examples of rigidity and stability of Einstein metrics
for quadratic curvature functionals, we refer the reader to [GV11].
We mention that quadratic functionals in dimension 3 were considered by An-
derson in [And97, And01]. Also, critical points of the functional F˜σ2 (defined
above in (2.21)) were studied in dimension 3 in [GV01]. For rigidity results involv-
ing other types of functionals see [MØ13].
LECTURE 8
ALE metrics and orbifold limits
1. Ricci-flat ALE metrics
In order to understand limits of Einstein metrics, one one first have some under-
standing of a class of complete non-compact metrics, which are defined as follows.
Definition 8.1. A complete Riemannian manifold (X4, g) is called asymptotically
locally Euclidean or ALE of order τ if there exists a finite subgroup Γ ⊂ SO(4)
acting freely on S3 and a diffeomorphism ψ : X \K → (R4 \ B(0, R))/Γ where K
is a compact subset of X, and such that under this identification,
(ψ∗g)ij = δij +O(ρ−τ ),(8.1)
∂|k|(ψ∗g)ij = O(ρ−τ−k),(8.2)
for any partial derivative of order k, as r → ∞, where ρ is the distance to some
fixed basepoint.
Note that this definition is really just the same as Definition 2.7, with the
addition of a group at infinity:
1.1. Eguchi-Hanson metric
We next recall the Eguchi-Hanson metric, which was the first example of a non-
trivial Ricci-flat ALE space [EH79]. It is given by
gEH =
dr2
1− r−4 + r
2
[
σ21 + σ
2
2 + (1− r−4)σ23
]
,(8.3)
where r is a radial coordinate, and {σ1, σ2, σ3} is a left-invariant coframe on S3
(viewed as the Lie group SU(2)). This has an apparent singularity at r = 1, so
redefine the radial coordinate to be rˆ2 = r2 − 1, and attach a CP1 at rˆ = 0. After
taking a quotient by Z2, the metric then extends smoothly over the added CP1,
is Ricci-flat, ALE at infinity of order 4, and is diffeomorphic to O(−2) ∼= T ∗S2.
This space is hyperka¨hler, that is, there are three independent complex structures
denoted by I, J, and K satisfying the quaternion relations
I2 = J2 = K2 = IJK = −1.(8.4)
Denote the corresponding Ka¨hler forms by ωI , ωJ , ωK , which are 3 linearly inde-
pendent harmonic self-dual 2-forms.
Since this space is non-compact, let us look at H1E,−(X, g), which we define
to be decaying infinitesimal Einstein deformations, that is, those h ∈ S2(T ∗X)
satisfying all the conditions in (4.3), and also which satisfy h = O(r−) for some
 > 0. Using the isomorphism S20(T
∗M) = Λ2+⊗Λ2−, it follows from the discussions
in Lecture 6 that H1E,−(X, g) has a basis
{ωI ⊗ ω−, ωJ ⊗ ω−, ωK ⊗ ω−},(8.5)
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where ω− is a non-trivial L2 harmonic 2-form, see [Pag78b]. Consequently,
dim(H1E,−(X, g)) = 3.(8.6)
However, the Eguchi-Hanson metric is known to be rigid (up to scaling) as an
Einstein ALE metric. This means that these infinitesimal deformations do not
integrate to non-trivial Einstein deformations. It turns out that these elements can
in fact be written as Lie derivatives, and can be understood as gluing parameters
for a certain gluing problem which we will discuss in more detail below.
1.2. Hyperka¨hler ALE metrics
After the Eguchi-Hanson metric was found, Gibbons-Hawking wrote down a metric
ansatz depending on the choice of n monopole points in R3, giving an anti-self-
dual ALE hyperka¨hler metric with group Z/nZ at infinity, which are called multi-
Eguchi-Hanson metrics [GH78, Hit79]. In 1989, Kronheimer then classified all
hyperka¨hler ALE spaces in dimension 4, [Kro89a, Kro89b]. To describe these,
we consider the following subgroups of SU(2):
• Type An, n ≥ 1: Γ the cyclic group Zn+1,
(z1, z2) 7→ (e2piip/(n+1)z1, e−2piip/(n+1)z2), 0 ≤ p ≤ n.(8.7)
acting on R4, which is identified with C2 via the map
(x1, y1, x2, y2) 7→ (x1 + iy1, x2 + iy2) = (z1, z2).(8.8)
Writing a quaternion q ∈ H as α + jβ for α, β ∈ C, we can also describe
the action as generated by e2pii/(n+1), acting on the left.
• Type Dn, n ≥ 3: Γ the binary dihedral group D∗n−2 of order 4(n−2). This
is generated by epii/(n−2) and j, both acting on the left.
• Type E6 : Γ = T∗, the binary tetrahedral group of order 24, double cover
of A(4).
• Type E7 : Γ = O∗, the binary octohedral group of order 48, double cover
of S(4).
• Type E8 : Γ = I∗, the binary icosahedral group of order 120, double cover
of A(5).
More specifically, Kronheimer showed that for any of these groups Γ, there do
in fact exist simply-connected hyperka¨hler ALE spaces with group Γ at infinity,
and moreover he completely classified these as hyperka¨hler quotients.
We will not go into details about Kronheimer’s construction, but just briefly
discuss the identification of the space of decaying infinitesimal Einstein deforma-
tions, given by the argument in [Biq13a, Proposition 1.1]. The operator ∆L acting
on transverse-traceless tensors can be identified with the operator d−d∗− where
d− : Ω1 ⊗ Ω2+ → Ω2− ⊗ Ω2+ ∼= Γ(S20(T ∗X))(8.9)
is the exterior derivative. Since Ω2+ has a basis of parallel sections {ωI , ωJ , ωK},
the proposition follows since the L2-cohomology H2(2)(X) is isomorphic to the usual
cohomology H2(X) [Car98]. Consequently, the formal dimension of the moduli
space of any such metric is 3b−2 . Note by the Weitzenbo¨ck formulas given in Lec-
ture 6, these deformations are equivalent to decaying infinitesimal anti-self-dual
deformations, see [Via13b]. Kronheimer has shown that the actual dimension of
the moduli space of hyperka¨hler metrics on these spaces is 3b−2 − 3, which implies
that there are infinitesimal deformations which are not integrable. As in the case
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of the Eguchi-Hanson metric, these can also be understood as gluing parameters.
The properties of these spaces are summarized in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1. Invariants of hyperka¨hler ALE spaces.
Type Γ |Γ| b−2 χ
An, n ≥ 1 Zn+1 n+ 1 n n+ 1
Dm,m ≥ 3 D∗m−2 4(m− 2) m m+ 1
E6 T∗ 24 6 7
E7 O∗ 48 7 8
E8 I∗ 120 8 9
To close this brief discussion of hyperka¨hler metrics, we note here the following
interesting conjecture due to Bando, Kasue, and Nakajima [BKN89]:
Conjecture 8.2. If (M, g) is a simply-connected Ricci-flat ALE space in dimension
four, then g is hyperka¨hler.
Remark 8.3. There are other interesting complete Einstein metrics with differ-
ent asymptotics at infinity, known as “ALF”, “ALG”, and “ALH” gravitational
instantons. We will not have time to discuss these, and refer the reader to [BM11,
Min10] for a nice discussion of these types of metrics. There are also many inter-
esting examples of gravitational instantons which have non-integral volume growth
exponent [Hei12].
2. Non-collapsed limits of Einstein metrics
The results in Lecture 4 give a local description of the moduli space near a fixed
Einstein metric. One would also like to understand global properties of the moduli
space of Einstein metrics, for example, what are the possible limits of sequences of
Einstein metrics?
Definition 8.4. A Riemannian orbifold (M4, g) is a topological space which is
a smooth manifold of dimension 4 with a smooth Riemannian metric away from
finitely many singular points. At a singular point p, M is locally diffeomorphic
to a cone C on S3/Γ, where Γ ⊂ SO(4) is a finite subgroup acting freely on S3.
Furthermore, at such a singular point, the metric is locally the quotient of a smooth
Γ-invariant metric on B4 under the orbifold group Γ.
In the non-collapsing case, the following is known, due to Anderson, Bando-
Kasue-Nakajima, and Tian.
Theorem 8.5 ([And89], [BKN89], [Tia90]). Let (Mi, gi) sequence of Einstein
manifolds of dimension 4 satisfying∫
Mi
|Rmgi |2dVgi < Λ, diam(gi) < D, V ol(gi) > V > 0.(8.10)
Then for a subsequence {j} ⊂ {i},
(Mj , gj)
Cheeger−Gromov−−−−−−−−−−−→ (M∞, g∞),(8.11)
where (M∞, g∞) is an orbifold with finitely many singular points.
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The above convergence is in the Cheeger-Gromov sense which means that the
metrics converge in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense to the limit space as a metric
space, but away from the singular points, the convergence is moreover smooth (after
pulling back by diffeomorphisms). Rescaling such a sequence to have bounded
curvature near a singular point and taking a pointed limit yields Ricci-flat ALE
spaces, also called “bubbles”. This bubbling description can be refined; what we just
described produces a “deepest bubble”. Choosing different scalings can yield a tree
of ALE Ricci-flat orbifolds at a singular point, see [Nak88] for a nice description
of this process.
2.1. K3 example
Eguchi-Hanson metrics arise as bubbles for certain sequences of Calabi-Yau metrics
on K3, and was suggested by [KT87]:
Example 8.6. There exists a sequence of Ricci-flat metrics gi on K3 satisfying
(K3, gi) −→ (T 4/{±1}, gflat).(8.12)
At each of the 16 singular points, an Eguchi-Hanson metric on T ∗S2 “bubbles off”.
Note that since each Eguchi-Hanson metric has 3 infinitesimal Einstein defor-
mations, and the torus has 10 flat deformations, modulo scaling the parameter
count is 57, which is in nice agreement with the count made in Section 3 of Lec-
ture 6. See [Pag78b] for a nice heuristic description of this. Also see [LS94] for a
rigorous construction of a Calabi-Yau metric by anti-self-dual gluing methods, and
the note of Donaldson [Don10] for a rigorous construction using Ka¨hler-Einstein
techniques.
Remark 8.7. There is another very interesting limit of Calabi-Yau metrics on K3,
known as the “large complex structure limit” [GW00]. A sequence of these metrics
collapses to a limiting 2-sphere, so the limit is not described by Theorem 8.5. Away
from 24 points, the sequence collapses with bounded curvature, and gives a nice
illustration of the -regularity theorem of Cheeger-Tian [CT06].
2.2. Desingularization
We next ask the follow question:
• Can you reverse this process? That is, can you start with an Einstein
orbifold, “glue on” hyperka¨hler bubbles at the singular points, and resolve
to a smooth Einstein metric?
The “answer” is:
• In general, the answer is “no”, since this gluing problem is obstructed;
there are always decaying infinitesimal Einstein deformations of non-trivial
Ricci-flat ALE spaces.
In the ASD case, the relevant operator maps between different bundles, and
the index is not necessarily zero. However, the index is always zero in the Einstein
case, so this makes the problem much more difficult. We remark that sometimes,
Einstein metrics can be found by gluing techniques, but only when using some extra
structure. As mentioned above, Calabi-Yau metrics on K3 can be produced using
ASD gluing techniques [LS94], or Ka¨hler-Einstein techniques [Don10]. For the G2
and Spin(7) cases, see [Joy96, Joy99].
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2.3. Biquard’s Theorem
We next discuss a beautiful result which says that the answer to the above question
is “yes” in a certain case. The setting is a class of complete non-compact Einstein
metrics with negative Einstein constant. If M4 is a compact manifold with bound-
ary ∂M , then a metric g on M4 is said to be conformally compact if g˜ = ρ2g has
some regularity (e.g., Ho¨lder) up to the boundary, where ρ is a defining function for
the boundary which satisfies ρ−1(0) = ∂M and dρ 6= 0 on ∂M . If |dp|g˜ = 1, then
g limits to a hyperbolic metric as ρ→ 0, such a metric is called asymptotically hy-
perbolic. If it is in addition Einstein (necessarily with negative Einstein constant),
then (M, g) is called asymptotically hyperbolic Einstein, or AHE for short. We note
that there is an induced conformal class on the boundary manifold at infinity. This
definition should be thought of as a generalization of the hyperbolic ball, with the
conformal class of the round sphere at infinity. Biquard’s result is the following.
Theorem 8.8 (Biquard [Biq13a]). Let (M4, g) be an AHE metric with a Z/2Z
orbifold singularity at p ∈ M . If (M4, g) is rigid (i.e., g admits no nontrivial
infinitesimal Einstein deformations), then the singularity can be resolved to a AHE
metric by gluing on an Eguchi-Hanson metric if and only if
det(R+)(p) = 0,(8.13)
where R+ is the upper-left 3× 3 block in (5.14).
As we discussed above, the Eguchi-Hanson metric admits a 3-dimensional space
of infinitesimal Einstein deformations, so this gluing problem is obstructed. One
of these deformations corresponds to a scaling parameter, and the other two corre-
spond to rotations in SO(4)/U(2). Biquard is able to overcome these obstructions
using the freedom to perturb the boundary conformal class of the AH Einstein
metric.
Recently, Biqard has given a generalization of Theorem 8.8 to allow orbifolds
with more general ADE-type singularities, see [Biq13b] for the precise statement
of this extension.
3. Bt-flat metrics
We next return to critical metrics of quadratic curvature functionals. We will be
interested in the functional
Bt[g] =
∫
M
|Wg|2 dVg + t
∫
M
R2g dVg.
Remark 8.9. From the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet Theorem 5.4, this is really the most
general quadratic functional in dimension 4, up to scaling. We have chosen to
normalize this way to take advantage of the conformal invariance of W.
The Euler-Lagrange equations of Bt are given by
Bt ≡ B + tC = 0,(8.14)
where B is the Bach tensor defined by (5.6)
Bij ≡ −4
(
∇k∇lWikjl + 1
2
RklWikjl
)
,(8.15)
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and C is the tensor defined by (5.8)
Cij = 2∇i∇jR− 2(∆R)gij − 2RRij + 1
2
R2gij .(8.16)
From conformal invariance of the functional W, it follows that the Bach-tensor is
conformally invariant. We will refer to such a critical metric as a Bt-flat metric.
Note that any Einstein metric is critical for Bt, but there are in fact non-Einstein
Bt-flat metrics, as we shall see.
For t 6= 0, by taking a trace of the E-L equations, it follows that
∆R = 0.(8.17)
If M is compact, this implies R = constant. Consequently, the Bt-flat condition is
equivalent to
B = 2tR · E,(8.18)
where E denotes the traceless Ricci tensor. That is, the Bach tensor is a constant
multiple of the traceless Ricci tensor, which is indeed a natural generalization of
the Einstein condition.
3.1. Bt-flat ALE metrics
Of course, all of the hyperka¨hler ALE spaces described above are also Bt-flat, but
there are many more non-Einstein examples.
A large source of examples is the following. If (M, g) is Bach-flat and has
positive scalar curvature, then we can convert (M, g) into an asymptotically flat
(AF) metric
(N, gN ) = (M \ {p}, G2g)
using the Green’s function for the conformal Laplacian G based at p. Since (M, g) is
Bach-flat, then (N, gN ) is also Bach-flat (from conformal invariance) and scalar-flat
(since we used the Green’s function). Consequently, gN is B
t-flat for all t ∈ R. This
gives a large family of examples of non-trivial asymptotically flat Bt-flat metrics,
in contrast to the Ricci-flat case.
By taking the sum of Green’s functions based at several points, one can also
obtain many examples with several ends. In the special case of the sphere, with
two points, one obtains the Euclidean Schwarzschild metric
g =
(
1 +
m
r2
)2
g0,(8.19)
where g0 is the Euclidean metric. This metric plays a very important roˆle in the
Riemannian Penrose Inequality, see for example [Bra01, BL09].
Another family of non-trivial examples is the following. In [LeB88], LeBrun
presented the first known examples of scalar-flat ALE spaces of negative mass, which
gave counterexamples to extending the positive mass theorem to ALE spaces. We
briefly describe these as follows. Define
gLB =
dr2
1 +Ar−2 +Br−4
+ r2
[
σ21 + σ
2
2 + (1 +Ar
−2 +Br−4)σ23
]
,(8.20)
where r is a radial coordinate, {σ1, σ2, σ3} is a left-invariant coframe on S3, and
A = n − 2, B = 1 − n. There is an apparent singularity at r = 1, so redefine the
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radial coordinate to be rˆ2 = r2 − 1, and attach a CP1 at rˆ = 0. After taking a
quotient by Zn, with action given by the diagonal action
(z1, z2) 7→ e2piip/n(z1, z2), 0 ≤ p ≤ n− 1,(8.21)
the metric then extends smoothly over the added CP1, is ALE at infinity, and
is diffeomorphic to O(−n). The mass (as defined in (2.15)) is computed to be
−2(n− 2), which is negative when n > 2. These metrics are scalar-flat Ka¨hler (so
are anti-self-dual, and thus Bach-flat), and satisfy b2− = 1, τ = −1, and χ = 2.
Finally, we mention that Calderbank and Singer produced many examples of
toric ALE anti-self-dual metrics, which are moreover scalar-flat Ka¨hler, and have
cyclic groups at infinity contained in U(2) [CS04].
4. Non-collapsed limits of Bt-flat metrics
For t 6= 0, the Bt-flat equation can be rewritten as
∆Ric = Rm ∗Ric.(8.22)
If t = 0, equation (8.22) is satisfied provided one assumes in addition that g has
constant scalar curvature. With slightly different geometric assumptions, a similar
orbifold-compactness theorem as in the Einstein case holds for sequences of metrics
satisfying (8.22):
Theorem 8.10 (Tian-Viaclovsky [TV05a, TV05b, TV08]). Let (Mi, gi) be a
sequence of 4-dimensional manifolds satisfying (8.22) and∫
Mi
|Rmgi |2dVgi < Λ, V ol(B(q, s)) > V s4 > 0, b1(Mi) < B,(8.23)
for all s ≤ diam(M)/2. Then for a subsequence {j} ⊂ {i},
(Mj , gj)
Cheeger−Gromov−−−−−−−−−−−→ (M∞, g∞),(8.24)
where (M∞, g∞) is a multi-fold satisfying (8.22), with finitely many singular points.
Similar to the Einstein case, rescaling such a sequence to have bounded cur-
vature near a singular point yields ALE metrics satisfying (8.22). An important
difference with the Einstein case is that the ALE spaces can have multiple ends
(this is ruled out in the Einstein case by the Cheeger-Gromoll splitting theorem).
Thus singular points are more general in that multiple orbifold cones can touch at
a singular point, thus the terminology “multi-fold”. Another difference is that a
smooth point of the limit can in fact be a singular point of convergence, this cannot
happen in the Einstein case (by Bishop’s volume comparison theorem).
The key point in this theorem is the following related volume growth theorem:
Theorem 8.11 (Tian-Viaclovsky [TV08]). Let (M, g) be a metric satisfying (8.22)
on a smooth, complete four-dimensional manifold M with∫
M
|Rmg|2dVg ≤ Λ,(8.25)
for some constant Λ.
Assume that
Vol(B(q, s)) ≥ V0s4, for all q ∈M, and s ≤ diam(M)/2,(8.26)
b1(M) < B1,(8.27)
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where V0, B1 are constants. Then there exists a constant V1, depending only upon
V0,Λ, B1, such that Vol(B(p, r)) ≤ V1 · r4, for all p ∈M and r > 0.
Once one has this volume growth estimate, the proof of Theorem 8.10 is fairly
similar to the Einstein case, see [TV05b]. The key part of the proof of Theorem 8.11
is the volume growth theorem in [TV05a], which depends on a Sobolev constant
bound. Subsequently, using a point-picking argument, it was shown in [TV08] that
the Sobolev constant bound can be replaced with a lower volume growth bound,
which is the version we stated here. But we note that if a Sobolev constant bound
is assumed, then the assumption on b1 is not necessary [TV08].
4.1. Desingularization questions
It is natural to ask the same question that we asked in the Einstein case:
• Can you reverse this process? That is, start with an critical orbifold, “glue
on” critical ALE metrics at the singular points, and resolve to a smooth
critical metric?
The “answer” is still:
• In general, the answer is “no”, because this gluing problem is obstructed;
there are always decaying infinitesimal deformations of non-trivial Bt-flat
ALE metrics.
However, in Lecture 10 we will discuss a recent theorem which says that the answer
is “yes” in certain cases.
LECTURE 9
Regularity and volume growth
In this Lecture, we will discuss some of the main ideas involved in the proofs of
Theorems 8.10 and 8.11. Also, we will give an outline of the proof of the existence
of an Einstein metric on CP2#2CP2 due to Chen-LeBrun-Weber [CLW08].
1. Local regularity
We consider any system of the type
∆Ric = Rm ∗Ric.(9.1)
Any Riemannian metric satisfies
∆Rm = L(∇2Ric) +Rm ∗Rm,(9.2)
where L(∇2Ric) denotes a linear expression in second derivatives of the Ricci ten-
sor, and Rm ∗ Rm denotes a term which is quadratic in the curvature tensor (see
[Ham82, Lemma 7.2]).
For a compact 4-manifold (M, g), we define the Sobolev constant CS as the
best constant CS so that for all f ∈ C0,1(M) (Lipschitz) we have
‖f‖L4 ≤ CS‖∇f‖L2 + V ol−1/4‖f‖L2 .(9.3)
If (X, g) is a complete, noncompact 4-manifold, the Sobolev constant CS is
defined as the best constant CS so that for all f ∈ C0,1c (X) (Lipschitz with compact
support), we have
‖f‖L4 ≤ CS‖∇f‖L2 .(9.4)
The following local regularity theorem is known as an “-regularity” theorem:
Theorem 9.1 (Tian-Viaclovsky [TV05a]). Assume that (9.1) is satisfied, let r <
diam(X)/2, and B(p, r) be a geodesic ball around the point p, and k ≥ 0. Then
there exist constants 0, Ck (depending upon CS) so that if
‖Rm‖L2(B(p,r)) =
{∫
B(p,r)
|Rm|2dVg
}1/2
≤ 0,
then
sup
B(p,r/2)
|∇kRm| ≤ Ck
r2+k
{∫
B(p,r)
|Rm|2dVg
}1/2
≤ Ck0
r2+k
.
In the case of harmonic curvature, δRm = 0, one has an equation on the full
curvature tensor
∆Rm = Rm ∗Rm.(9.5)
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In this case, the result follow by a Moser iteration procedure, for details we refer
to [Aku94, And89, Nak88, Tia90]. This is a generalization of an -regularity
theorem of Uhlenbeck [Uhl82a, Uhl82b]. We also note that this theorem was
extended to extremal Ka¨hler metrics by Chen-Weber [CW11]. Also, for Einstein
metrics, dependence on the Sobolev constant was removed in [CT06].
Even though second derivatives of the Ricci tensor occur in (9.2), overall the
principal symbol of the system (9.1) and (9.2) is in triangular form. The equations
(9.1) and (9.2), when viewed as an elliptic system, together with the bound on the
Sobolev constant, are the key to the proof of theorem 9.1, which is an involved
iteration procedure, and we will refer the reader to [TV05a] for details.
In relation to Theorem 8.10, this -regularity result is the key to proving that
there are only finitely many points at which the curvature can blow-up. This is
because each such point must account for at least 0 of the L
2-norm of curva-
ture, which is assumed to be bounded for the sequence. Consequently, at strictly
positive distance away from the singular points, the curvature is bounded, and a
subsequential limiting space with finitely many singular points can be obtained us-
ing fundamental ideas of Cheeger [Che70] and Gromov [Gro07]. The subsequence
will converge to the limit in the Gromov-Hausdorff sense, but the convergence away
from the singular points is much stronger in the following sense. Define Ωδ,j ⊂Mj
to be the set of points with distance to the singular set bounded below by δ > 0.
For j large, these subsets all be diffeomorphic, and after pulling-back by diffeomor-
phisms to a fixed manifold, the metrics converge in any Ck,α-norm in coordinate
charts as j →∞. To say more about the structure of the singularities, we need an
upper volume growth estimate, which we discuss next.
2. Volume growth estimate
We emphasize that, in the Einstein case, an upper volume growth estimate on balls
follows from Bishop’s volume comparison theorem [BC64]. For metrics satisfying
a system of the form (9.1), it is much more difficult to obtain an upper volume
growth estimate since we are not assuming any pointwise Ricci curvature bound.
The following is the key result:
Theorem 9.2 (Tian-Viaclovsky [TV05a]). Let (X, g) be a complete, noncompact,
n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with base point p. Assume that there exists a
constant C1 > 0 so that
V ol(B(q, s)) ≥ C1sn,(9.6)
for any q ∈ X, and all s ≥ 0. Assume furthermore that as r →∞,
sup
S(r)
|Rmg| = o(r−2),(9.7)
where S(r) denotes the sphere of radius r centered at p. If b1(X) <∞, then (X, g)
has finitely many ends, and there exists a constant C2 (depending on g) so that
V ol(B(p, r)) ≤ C2rn.(9.8)
Furthermore, each end is ALE of order 0.
Outline of proof. The entire proof of this theorem is over 20 pages long;
we only give an extremely rough outline containing the main ideas. For s > 1,
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consider a sequence of dyadic annuli A(si, si+1). We can assume that there is a
subsequence {j} ⊂ {i} so that
Hn−1(S(sj+1)) ≥ (1− ηj)Hn−1(S(sj))sn−1(9.9)
for some sequence ηj → 0 as j → ∞. Otherwise, this would contradict the lower
volume growth assumption. Letting Aj = A(s
j , sj+1), we show that as j →∞,
1
V ol(Aj)
∫
Aj
|∆r2 − 2n|dVg → 0.(9.10)
The proof of this is a long computation and uses the coarea formula, we will omit
the details.
If we rescale the annuli to unit size, that is, let
(A˜j , g˜j) = (Aj , s
−2jg),(9.11)
the curvature decay estimate (9.7) implies that
|Rm(g˜j)| → 0(9.12)
as j →∞, so the metric g˜j is limiting to a flat metric.
Note that if V ol(A˜j) < C for some constant C, then (9.10) would imply that
∆r˜2 → 2n as j →∞, which implies that the rescaled distance function is limiting to
the Euclidean distance function, so the sequence of rescaled annuli would converge
to a Euclidean annulus. However, we do not yet know that the volumes of the
rescaled annuli are bounded. To deal with this, we use a contradiction argument.
If the rescaled volumes are not bounded, then we show it is possible to divide the
annuli into finitely many regions with large but bounded volume, and prove that
there is always at least one “nice” connected, non-collapsed region. This chopping
procedure is one of the most delicate parts of the proof. We then apply the above
rescaling argument to the sequence of “nice” regions, and show that these regions
converge to portions of Euclidean annuli. Since Euclidean annuli “close up”, it
follows that the entire annular regions are in fact converging to Euclidean annuli.
This contradiction proves that the rescaled annuli have bounded volume. Since this
can be done for any s > 1, the upper volume estimate (9.8) follows. It then follows
that all tangent cones at infinity are Euclidean cones, from which we conclude that
the metric is ALE of order 0.
A important technical point arises with the above argument. In general, annuli
might have many connected boundary components, and a sequence of connected
components of annuli with the inner boundaries having more than 1 connected
component would cause a problem. However, the assumption on the first Betti
number ensures that this situation cannot arise. 
Note that Theorem 9.2 is a result for noncompact spaces, but this result does
in fact imply the volume growth result stated in Theorem 8.11. This is done by a
contradiction argument, see [TV05b, TV08] for the details.
3. ALE order and removable singularity theorems
The upper volume growth estimate implies that all tangent cones of the limit space
are ALE of order 0 which implies that the limit space has C0-orbifold singularities.
That is, after passing to a local cover as in Definition 8.4, the metric only has
an extension to a C0-metric in a neighborhood of the origin. Another important
ingredient in the proof of Theorem 8.10 is therefore to prove that the singularities
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of the limit are smooth orbifold points, that is, after passing to a local cover, the
metric can be extended to a C∞-metric over the origin. A closely related problem
is to obtain the optimal ALE order of the spaces which bubble out, which we will
discuss next.
A crucial result in the Ricci-flat case was obtained by Cheeger-Tian: if (Mn, g)
is Ricci-flat ALE of order 0, there exists a change of coordinates at infinity so that
(Mn, g) is ALE of order n, where n is the dimension [CT94]. This generalized and
extended the work of Bando-Kasue-Nakajima [BKN89], who employed improved
Kato inequalities together with a Moser iteration argument. The Cheeger-Tian
method has the advantage of finding the optimal order of curvature decay, without
relying on Kato inequalities.
In the case of anti-self-dual scalar-flat metrics, or scalar-flat metrics with har-
monic curvature, it was proved in [TV05a] that such spaces are ALE of order τ for
any τ < 2, using the technique of Kato inequalities. Subsequently, this was gen-
eralized to Bach-flat metrics and metrics with harmonic curvature in dimension 4
in [Str10], using the Cheeger-Tian technique. This technique was generalized to
obstruction-flat metrics in any dimension in [AV12a], which is a generalization of
the Bach-flat condition in dimension four, see [Gra09].
The method in [AV12a] applies to much more general systems than just the
obstruction tensors, and works in any dimension n ≥ 3. Given two tensor fields
A,B, the notation A ∗ B will mean a linear combination of contractions of A ⊗ B
yielding a symmetric 2-tensor. The main result is:
Theorem 9.3 (Ache-Viaclovsky [AV12a]). Let k = 1 if n = 3, or 1 ≤ k ≤ n2 − 1
if n ≥ 4. Assume that (M, g) is scalar-flat, ALE of order 0, and satisfies
∆kgRic =
k+1∑
j=2
∑
α1+...+αj=2(k+1)−2j
∇α1g Rm ∗ . . . ∗ ∇αjg Rm.(9.13)
Then (M, g) is ALE of order n− 2k.
For k = 1, this is simply
∆Ric = Rm ∗Rm.(9.14)
We emphasize that this is more general than (9.1), since the right hand side is al-
lowed to be quadratic in the full curvature tensor. This is satisfied in particular by
scalar-flat Ka¨hler metrics and metrics with harmonic curvature in any dimension,
and also anti-self-dual metrics in dimension 4. These special cases were previously
considered in [Che09] using improved Kato inequalities and a Moser iteration tech-
nique. The optimal decay for scalar-flat anti-self-dual ALE metrics was previously
considered in [CLW08, Proposition 13]. The case of extremal Ka¨hler ALE metrics
was considered in [CW11]. As mentioned above, the cases of Bach-flat metrics and
metrics with harmonic curvature in dimension 4 were considered in [Str10].
The main idea of the proof of Theorem 9.3 is based on the method of Cheeger-
Tian from [CT94], and is roughly to show that the optimal ALE decay rate is
determined by the rates of decaying solutions of the gauged, linearized equation on
a Euclidean cone. This step uses a fundamental technique of Leon Simon called
the Three Annulus Lemma [Sim85]. An analysis of the decay rates of solutions of
the gauged linearized equation, together with an estimate on the nonlinear terms
in the equation, then yields Theorem 9.3.
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The same technique also yields a removable singularity theorem for higher-order
systems:
Theorem 9.4 (Ache-Viaclovsky [AV12a]). Let k = 1 if n = 3, or 1 ≤ k ≤ n2 − 1
if n ≥ 4. Assume that (Bρ(0) \ {0}, g) has constant scalar curvature and satisfies
∆kgRic =
k+1∑
j=2
∑
α1+...+αj=2(k+1)−2j
∇α1g Rm ∗ . . . ∗ ∇αjg Rm.(9.15)
If the origin is a C0-orbifold point for g, then the metric extends to a smooth orbifold
metric in Bρ(0).
In particular, this says that the limit space in Theorem 8.10 is a smooth multi-
fold.
4. Chen-LeBrun-Weber metric
The volume growth theorem was used in a fundamental way in [CLW08] in order
to obtain an Einstein metric on CP2#2CP2, in this section we will give a brief
overview of the proof.
Theorem 9.5 (Chen-LeBrun-Weber [CLW08]). There exists a positive Einstein
metric on M = CP2#2CP2.
Outline of Proof. The first step is to consider Ka¨hler classes which are
invariant under a torus action, and bilaterally symmetric. That is, only Ka¨hler
classes from which the (−1) curves in the blow-up have the same area are considered.
The space of such Ka¨hler classes is 1-dimensional, and one can parametrize these
classes by the area of the (−1) curves; call this parameter x. Chen-Lebrun-Weber
then consider the functional
A([ω]) = (c1 · [ω])
2
[ω]2
− 1
32pi2
F(ξ, [ω]),(9.16)
where F(ξ, [ω]) is the Futaki invariant, with ξ the extremal vector field of the
class [ω], see [Fut83, Fut88, FM93]. It is next observed that the graph of A as
a function of x has a strict local minimum at a certain positive value of x, call
this value x0. If one can prove that an extremal Ka¨hler metric gx0 exists in this
class corresponding to x0, then S would have a critical point at gx0 when restricted
to the set of toric, bilaterally symmetric Ka¨hler classes on M . From (6.26), the
functional W would also have such a critical point.
To proceed further, we need to understand the structure of the Bach tensor
for a Ka¨hler metric. The Bach tensor is a symmetric tensor, and since we have a
complex structure, we can consider the tensors B+ and B−, the J-invariant and J
anti-invariant parts of B, respectively. A computation shows that
B+ = −4 (RE + 2(∇2R)+0 ) ,(9.17)
B− = 4(∇2R)−0 ,(9.18)
where (∇2R)+0 and (∇2R)−0 denote the J-invariant and J anti-invariant parts of
the traceless Hessian of the scalar curvature, respectively, see [Der83, ACG03].
This implies the following:
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Proposition 9.6 (Derdzinski [Der83]). If (M, g, J) is Ka¨hler and Bach-flat, then
(M, g, J) is extremal and the metric g˜ = R−2g g is Einstein near any point with
Rg 6= 0.
Proof. This follows from equations (9.17) and (9.18) by noting that the con-
dition (∇2R)−0 = 0 is exactly the condition for g to be extremal Ka¨hler [Cal82],
and the second claim follows from the conformal transformation formula (2.7). 
If the extremal metric gx0 exists, since this metric is critical forW restricted to
the space of invariant Ka¨hler classes, (9.17) and (9.18) show that the Bach tensor
can be viewed is a harmonic (1, 1)-form and can therefore be used as a Ka¨hler
variation. Consequently, gx0 would be Bach-flat. It turns out that this metric
must have strictly positive scalar curvature, so Proposition 9.6 yields the desired
conformally Einstein metric.
The main part of the proof is therefore to show that the extremal Ka¨hler metric
gx0 exists. To show this, a continuity argument is used. For x small, extremal
Ka¨hler metrics are known to exist in these Ka¨hler classes by work of Arezzo-Pacard-
Singer [APS11]; this was an extension of the gluing result of Arezzo-Pacard for
constant scalar curvature Ka¨hler metrics [AP06, AP09]. The set of Ka¨hler classes
admitting extremal Ka¨hler metrics is known to be open by LeBrun-Simanca [LS93].
A compactness theorem is used to show that the set of x for which there exists an
extremal Ka¨hler metric is also closed for x ≤ x0. Consequently, from connectedness
of the interval (0, x0], an extremal Ka¨hler metric exists at x0.
To show the compactness, an extension of Theorem 8.10 to extremal Ka¨hler
metrics is used [CW11]. We note that the main part of [CW11] is to extend the -
regularity result in Theorem 9.1 to the class of extremal Ka¨hler metrics; the volume
growth result in Theorem 9.2 is still crucial in order to obtain the compactness
theorem. Given a sequence of extremal Ka¨hler metrics gxi for xi → x ≤ x0 as
i → ∞, an orbifold limit can be obtained provided that the Sobolev constant
can be controlled, which is proved in [CLW08, Section 5]. If the curvatures of
this sequence were not bounded, then a nontrivial Ka¨hler scalar-flat ALE space
must bubble off at some point. However, a detailed analysis of possible bubbles,
employing the toric and bilateral symmetries, shows that non-trivial bubbles can
be ruled out, thereby proving compactness. 
LECTURE 10
A gluing theorem for Bt-flat metrics
1. Existence of critical metrics
Let us begin by stating the main result:
Theorem 10.1 (Gursky-Viaclovsky [GV13]). A Bt-flat metric exists on the man-
ifolds in the table for some t near the indicated value of t0.
Table 10.1. Simply-connected examples with one bubble
Topology of connected sum Value(s) of t0
CP2#CP2 −1/3
S2 × S2#CP2 = CP2#2CP2 −1/3, −(9m1)−1
S2 × S2#S2 × S2 −2(9m1)−1
The constant m1 is the mass of the Green’s function metric of the product
metric S2 × S2, defined in (2.15).
We make some remarks:
• M = CP2#CP2 admits an U(2)-invariant Einstein metric called the “Page
metric” [Pag78a]. M does not admit any Ka¨hler-Einstein metric, but the
Page metric is conformal to an extremal Ka¨hler metric.
• M = CP2#2CP2 admits a toric invariant Einstein metric called “Chen-
LeBrun-Weber metric” described in the previous lecture [CLW08]. Again,
M does not admit any Ka¨hler-Einstein metric, but the Chen-LeBrun-
Weber metric is conformal to an extremal Ka¨hler metric.
• M = S2 × S2#S2 × S2 does not admit any Ka¨hler metric, it does not
even admit an almost complex structure. Our metric is the first known
example of a “canonical” metric on this manifold.
1.1. The approximate metric
The critical metrics in Theorem 10.1 are found by perturbing from an “approxi-
mate” critical metric. We describe this construction next.
• Let (Z, gZ) and (Y, gY ) be Einstein manifolds, and assume that gY has
positive scalar curvature.
• Choose basepoints z0 ∈ Z and y0 ∈ Y .
• Convert (Y, gY ) into an asymptotically flat (AF) metric
(N, gN ) = (Y \ {y0}, G2gY )
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using the Green’s function for the conformal Laplacian based at y0. Since
(M, g) is Bach-flat, then (N, gN ) is also Bach-flat (from conformal invari-
ance) and scalar-flat (since we used the Green’s function). Consequently,
gN is B
t-flat for all t ∈ R.
• Let a > 0 be small, and consider Z \ B(z0, a). Scale the compact metric
to (Z, g˜ = a−4gZ). Attach this metric to the metric (N \ B(a−1), gN )
using cutoff functions near the boundary, to obtain a smooth metric on
the connected sum Z#Y .
Damage zone
AF metric
Compact Einstein
metric
Figure 10.1. The approximate metric.
Since both gZ and gN are B
t-flat, this metric is an “approximate” Bt-flat met-
ric, with vanishing Bt tensor away from the “damage zone”, where cutoff functions
were used.
2. Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction
In general, there are several degrees of freedom in this approximate metric.
• The scaling parameter a (1-dimensional).
• Rotational freedom when attaching (6-dimensional).
• Freedom to move the base points of either factor (8-dimensional).
There are a total of 15 gluing parameters, which yield a 15-dimensional space
of “approximate” kernel of the linearized operator. Using a Lyapunov-Schmidt
reduction argument, one can reduce the problem to that of finding a zero of the
Kuranishi map
Ψ : U ⊂ R15 → R15.(10.1)
• It is crucial to use certain weighted norms to find a bounded right inverse
for the linearized operator.
• This 15-dimensional problem is too difficult in general. We will take ad-
vantage of various symmetries in order to reduce to only 1 free parameter:
the scaling parameter a.
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2.1. Technical theorem
The leading term of the Kuranishi map corresponding to the scaling parameter is
given by:
Theorem 10.2 ([GV13]). As a→ 0, then for any  > 0,
Ψ1 =
(2
3
W (z0)~W (y0) + 4tR(z0)mass(gN )
)
ω3a
4 +O(a6−),(10.2)
where ω3 = V ol(S
3), and the product of the Weyl tensors is given by
W (z0)~W (y0) =
∑
ijkl
Wijkl(z0)(Wijkl(y0) +Wilkj(y0)),(10.3)
where Wijkl(·) denotes the components of the Weyl tensor in a normal coordinate
system at the corresponding point.
We note that the product ~ depends upon the coordinate systems chosen, and
therefore in general depends upon a rotation parameter, and obviously on the base
points of the gluing.
3. The building blocks
We next discuss the “building blocks” of the gluing construction.
3.1. The Fubini-Study metric
We let (CP2, gFS) denote the Fubini-Study metric, scaled so that Ric = 6g. We
consider the following group actions.
Torus action:
[z0, z1, z2] 7→ [z0, eiθ1z1, eiθ2z2].(10.4)
Flip symmetry:
[z0, z1, z2] 7→ [z0, z2, z1].(10.5)
The Green’s function metric of the Fubini-Study metric gˆFS is also known as the
Burns metric, and is completely explicit (in fact, it is the case n = 1 of (8.20)) with
mass given by
mass(gˆFS) = 2.(10.6)
3.2. The product metric
The next building block is (S2 × S2, gS2×S2), the product of 2-dimensional spheres
of Gaussian curvature 1, with Ric = g. We consider the following group actions.
Torus action:
Product of rotations fixing north and south poles.(10.7)
Flip symmetry:
(p1, p2) 7→ (p2, p1).(10.8)
The Green’s function metric gˆS2×S2 of the product metric does not seem to
have a known explicit description. We will denote
m1 = mass(gˆS2×S2).(10.9)
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By the positive mass theorem of Schoen-Yau, m1 > 0. Note that since S
2 × S2 is
spin, this also follows from Witten’s proof of the positive mass theorem. The value
of m1 has recently been determined:
Theorem 10.3 ([Via13c]). The mass m1 ∼ .5872 and may be written as an
explicit infinite sum.
The explicit formula for the mass is lengthy, and will not be written here. We
just note that this implies that (−9m1)−1 ∼= −.1892 so as a corollary we see that
the manifold S2×S2#CP2 admits a Bt-flat metrics for at least two different values
of t. Note that it is shown in [GV13] that the metrics obtained in Theorem 10.1
are not Einstein, so these metrics are distinct from the Chen-LeBrun-Weber metric.
4. Remarks on the proof
We first remark that:
• We impose the toric symmetry and “flip” symmetry in order to reduce
the number of free parameters to 1 (only the scaling parameter). That is,
we perform an equivariant gluing.
• The special value of t0 is computed by
2
3
W (z0)~W (y0) + 4t0R(z0)mass(gN ) = 0.
This choice of t0 makes the leading term of the Kuranishi map vanish,
and is furthermore a nondegenerate zero (if R(z0) > 0; mass(gN ) > 0 by
the positive mass theorem).
We next outline the spaces used in the construction of the na¨ıve approximate
metric:
• (i) CP2#CP2; the Fubini-Study metric with a Burns metric attached at
one fixed point. This case admits a U(2)-action.
• (ii) S2 × S2#CP2 = CP2#2CP2; the product metric on S2 × S2 with a
Burns metric attached at one fixed point. Alternatively, we can view this
as the Fubini-Study metric on CP2, with a Green’s function S2×S2 metric
attached at one fixed point. For this topology, we will therefore construct
two different critical metrics. Both of these will have toric symmetry plus
invariance under the flip symmetry.
• (iii) S2 × S2#S2 × S2; the product metric on S2 × S2 with a Green’s
function S2 × S2 metric attached at one fixed point. This metric is toric
and flip-symmetric.
We note that an equivariant gluing is carried out – the metrics obtained in
Theorem 10.1 retain the indicated symmetries.
By imposing other discrete symmetries, we can perform the gluing operation
with more than one bubble. For example, we can find critical metrics on CP2#3CP2
3#S2×S2, CP2#3(S2×S2), S2×S2#4CP2, and 5#S2×S2 (see [GV13, Table 1.2]).
The product metric on S2 × S2 admits the quotient S2 × S2/Z2 where Z2
acts by the antipodal map on both factors. It is well-known that this quotient
is diffeomorphic to G(2, 4), the Grassmannian of 2-planes in R4, see for example
[ST69]. Another quotient is RP2 × RP2. The product metric descends to an
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Einstein metric on both of these quotients. We can also use these quotient spaces
as building blocks to obtain non-simply connected examples. We do not list all of
the examples here, but just note that we find a critical metric on G(2, 4)#G(2, 4),
which has infinite fundamental group, and therefore does not admit any positive
Einstein metric by Myers’ Theorem. For the complete list of non-simply-connected
examples, see [GV13, Table 1.3, Table B.1].
4.1. Ellipticity and gauging
The Bt-flat equations are not elliptic due to diffeomorphism invariance. A gauging
procedure analogous to the Bianchi gauge is used. This was already discussed above
in Lecture 7, with the following note. From (5.4), we can write
Fτ = 16pi2χ(M) + 1
2
B2(τ+ 13 ).(10.10)
Taking gradients, we obtain the relation
∇Bt = 2∇F t
2− 13 .(10.11)
It follows from the formula for P that the linearized operator is given by
Sth = (B′ + tC ′)h+KgδgKgδg
◦
h,(10.12)
where B′ and C ′ are the linearizations of B and C respectively. Therefore the
discussion in Lecture 7 applies, with τ replaced by t2 − 13 .
4.2. Rigidity
The rigidity results we need were discussed above. We mention here the result-
ing linearized operator as we change τ → t. For h transverse-traceless (TT), the
linearized operator at an Einstein metric is given by
Sth =
(
∆L +
1
2
R
)(
∆L +
(1
3
+ t
)
R
)
h.(10.13)
Next, for h = fg, we have
trg(S
th) = 6t(3∆ +R)(∆f).(10.14)
The above rigidity results, Theorems 7.11 and 7.12, are then as follows (stated in
terms of t instead of τ).
Theorem 10.4 ([GV11]). On (CP2, gFS), H1t = {0} provided that t < 1.
For the case of the product metric:
Theorem 10.5 ([GV11]). On (S2 × S2, gS2×S2), H1t = {0} provided that t < 2/3
and t 6= −1/3. If t = −1/3, then H1t is one-dimensional and spanned by the element
g1 − g2.
In relation to Theorem 10.1, the positive mass theorem says that t0 < 0, so
luckily we are in the rigidity range of the factors. Consequently, there is no cokernel
arising from deformations of the building blocks.
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4.3. Refined approximate metric
The approximate metric described above is not good enough. It must be improved
by matching up leading terms of the metrics by solving certain auxiliary linear
equations, so that the cutoff function disappears from the leading term. This step
is inspired by the work of Biquard mentioned above. Let (Z, gZ) be the compact
metric. In Riemannian normal coordinates,
(gZ)ij(z) = δij − 1
3
Rikjl(z0)z
kzl +O(4)(|z|4)ij(10.15)
as z → z0.
Let (N, gN ) be the Green’s function metric of (Y, gY ), then we have
(gN )ij(x) = δij − 1
3
Rikjl(y0)
xkxl
|x|4 + 2A
1
|x|2 δij +O
(4)(|x|−4+)(10.16)
as |x| → ∞, for any  > 0. Note that the constant A is given by
mass(gN ) = 12A−R(y0)/12.(10.17)
We consider a−4gZ and let z = a2x, then we have
a−4(gZ)ij(x) = δij − a4 1
3
Rikjl(z0)x
kxl + · · · .(10.18)
Note that the second order terms do not agree. One needs to construct new metrics
on the factors so that these terms agree. This is done by solving the linearized
equation on each factor with prescribed leading term the second order term of the
other metric. We will describe this procedure next.
4.4. The obstruction
On (N, gN ), one would like to solve
Sth˜ = 0
h˜ = −a4 1
3
Rikjl(z0)x
kxl +O(|x|),
(10.19)
as x → ∞. However, it turns out this equation is obstructed, so there is not
necessarily a solution. However, using some Fredholm theory in weighted spaces,
it turns out that one can solve the modified equation
Sth˜ = λ · k1,
where k1 pairs nontrivially with the decaying cokernel o1 on the AF space (N, gN ).
(There is also a considerable amount of work involved in order to prove that the
space of decaying cokernel is 1-dimensional; the symmetries are crucial for this.)
• A similar procedure is carried out on the compact factor, except this is un-
obstructed (since the compact factor is rigid), so this does not contribute
to the leading term of the Kuranishi map.
The leading term is the computed by the following. Pairing with the cokernel
element o1,
λ = lim
r→∞
∫
B(r)
〈Sh˜, o1〉
= lim
r→∞( spherical boundary integrals).
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This limit can be computed explicitly using the expansion of the cokernel element
(o1)ij =
2
3
Wikjl(y0)
xkxl
|x|4 + fgij +O(|x|
−4+)(10.20)
as x→∞, where f satisfies
∆f = −1
3
〈Ric, o1〉,(10.21)
together with the expansion
h˜ = −a4 1
3
Rikjl(z0)x
kxl +O(|x|),(10.22)
as x→∞.
The complete computation is very lengthy, and we refer to [GV13] for the
details.
4.5. Final remarks
The proof shows that there is a dichotomy. Either
• (i) there is a critical metric at exactly the critical t0, in which case there
would necessarily be a 1-dimensional moduli space of solutions for this
fixed t0, or
• (ii) for each value of the gluing parameter a sufficiently small, there will be
a critical metric for a corresponding value of t0 = t0(a). The dependence
of t0 on a will depend on the next term in the expansion of the Kuranishi
map.
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